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PBEI'ACE TO BEVISED (-1 EDITION 

Since the hat printing of thls manual in 1951 the speeltlcatlons for dnt- and 
mnd-order triangplation have been made more exacting. FImt-order work 
bas been #paratad lnto three ciorures and seeoad-order Into two c l a m  Specfd- 
catlons uader these classes appear on page 4 in the revised table whfcb has been 
cupfed at reduced scale from Special hbllcatlon No. 247, ,"M~anual of Geodetfc 
Trian#ulatlon." The only other changes in thh editlon, doe to the revlston of 
the upedflcatlona, appear OB pages 3 to i. 
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MAIWAL OF RECONNAISSANCE 'FOR 
TRLANGULATXON 

GENEBAL STATEMENT 

During the past few years, such progress has been rnade in t h  
methods of executing tisnguistion that it is desirable to revise some- 
what the treatment of the subject of reconnaissance aa given in Spe- 
cial Publication Xo. 98, "Reconnaissance and Signal Building') and 
Specid Publication No. EO, "5Ianual of First Order Triangulation." 
It ia with this in mind that the following out.line of present practices 
ia writtsn. 

This manual is primarily a guide to engineers of the United States 
Coast and Geodetic Survey, and, BS such. presupposes some familiar- 
ity with triangulation methods of the Bureau. Them methods arc 
fully cowred by various manuals published by the Coast and Geo- 
detic Surpey. 

The changes introdaced by the us of the porfabb steel tower 
signals and the multiple-unit observing partieq and by the closing 
in of the triangulation net, have made increasing demands upon the 
reconnaissance both in accuracy and in scope of information desired. 
At the stme time, the  use^ of new instruments, including the altimeter, 
has dected the methods emplopd. 
The use of the steel tower signal, first introduced in 1st. has 

revolutionized contml surveys in flat and timbered regions. It has 
enabled the reconnaisscmcs engineex to specify signals of greater 
heights without involving undue espense, and has d t e d  in the 
use of triangulationz to the exclusion of traverse. for nearly all hori- 
zontal control. It has permitted triangulation to be carried into 
regions where this  type^ of survey was considered impossible 8 few 
y e g ~  ago. Since high signa& me now readily available, t.he demand 
for signal height has rapidly increased and frequently the full height 
of the steel towem ii necessary. h these regions, the clearance of 
linm owrobstructions is about assmall aa formerly, and since the size 
and cost of sted@ppcd triaquktion parties sre large, this makes 
accurate reconnaissance very desirable. Also the use of the steel 
towers require3 that greater attention be paid to accessibility in the 
selection of stations to guard against hauling difficulties. The econ- 
omy of the steel signal favors the establishment of many estn, or 
supplemental, points for local use and os t.ies to surveys of other or- 
ganizations. The arailabilitF of steel towers and the low cost of 
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additional stgtions make it  possible to plan stronger figures than 
formerly, and this results in better control of the area. 

Triangulation parties now consist of from two to nine observing 
units and the limit has bp no means been reached. Monthly espensea 
of these parties ~ul l  tu high 85 315.000. compared with $1.500 to !B,OOo 
for single-unit parties of several years ago. Hence, delay caused by 
an obstructed line. or other failure of the reconnaissance. is more 
expensive than formerly. I t  is now imperative that reconnaissance 
parties reduce such failures to a minimum. . n e  rapidity of pmg- 
mss of the triangulation parties requires'that they be furnished with 
aII information obtainable concerning roads and local conditions. 
With the completion of the major Imp of triangulution has come 

the procesa of bteaking d o m  the enclosed areas, filst by a m  with 
60-mile spacing. and then by arcs with %-mile spacing. This spoic- 
ing has reduced the latitude for departing from the ideal rdute to 
very meager limits. Fornierlp it opm common practice to follow 
lines of least resistance br following valleys and keeping in contact 
with arteries of tmnsportat.ion. At present. triangulation must fol- 
low an h o s t  straight course between termini. orercominp lrnp ob- 
s t d e s  it may encounter. On this account.. it  is often necessaq to 
cover areas that ore conves in profile, or otherwise difficult, for con- 
siderable distances. All of these factors combine to require a greater 
degree of accuracp and wider scope of information for the recon- 
naissnnce than was necessary o few 'pears ago. 

T h e  problems of reconnaissance differ for almost every arc. and 
no gemera1 instructions can corer all the peculiar conditions fntmd 
in the field. I n  the folIowing paragmphs an attempt will he made 
to consider and explain tlie principles of recannuisance and give 
some tTpical es,miples of the operations inrolvd. 
To snme readers the methods outlined may appear unneces~arily' 

elaborate and expensive for tlie proper requirements of the recon- 
naissance. However. a careful inredgation of the records shows 
that when skill and energy are used in prosecuting the work. the 
costs are no higher than were those of earlier and less precise meth- 
ods. For manp yeam before the s t e l  signals came into u s  i t  mas 
the custom of the reconnaissance engineer to rely more on his o m  er- 
perienca and native ability than oil instnimental work. Cery good 
results were thus .secured and they frilly met the requirements of the 
time. However. on& ii mal l  pmportion nf the trimmilation em- 
cuted during that period was in difficult tini1)erecl regions. and t.he 
few men engaged on reconnaissance were t hornuglily experienced. 
Also. the reconnaissance engineer ciistomarily had charge of the 
signal building. which was clone well in advance of the observing, 
and therefore he had an opportunity to correct any errors that were 
found in the reconnissance. 



Chapter I.-FUNDAMENTALS OF RECONNAISSANCE 

Reconntaissaiice is essentially the design of the trianpnlntion. A 
proper reconiiaissaiice should definitely select sites of main and 
supplemental stations : test and determine? with reasontable accuracy, 
the visibility of dl lilies; specify s i p a l  heights ; cdect  information 
as to roads, climatic conditions. md any other knowledge which dl 
espedite the work of the building and observing pnrties; and inter- 
view property owners. secuMg permission to enter on their premises 
and otherwise generally pave the w a ~  for the trinngulation party, 
so that it may pursue its work with tl mininium of friction and 
lost time. It is evident that the term %econnaka:ice." which im- 
plies only a preliminary or general kind of information, is in reality 
a misnomer in this case. 

CLASSIFICATXON OF CONTROL St'VEY$ 

The basis of classification of control surreys is the accuracy with 
which the length and +zimuth of a line of the triangulation or t nv -  
-'are determined. Since it is impossible to ascertain the absolute ' 
error in the determination of. the length or azimuth of each line of 
triangulation or traverse, indirect must be used. On triangu- 
lation the principal criterion is that the ilixrepnncp between the 
measured length of a base line and its length as computed throngh the 
scheme from the nest preceding base shall not. after the side and 
angle equations lmre been satisfied, be greater thnn 1 part in %,OOO 
of the length of the base for first-order work? 1 part in l O Q C 0  for 
second order, and 1 part in 3.000 for third order. Similar ratios are 
prescribed for the error of closure in position of traverse of the cor- 
responding orders of accuracy. Coupled with this gqge of the length 
agreement between bases and almost coordinate in importance nre the 
requirements limiting the error of angle measurements. for the limits 
imposed on angular errors ern to maintain a uniform accuracy 
along the chain of triangles. 

The specifications for procnrinp 8 required accuracy make use of 
other criteria, such as the number and strength of the .geometrical 
figtires between adjacent bases, the observation of an astronomical 
azimuth at specified intemals. and the accuracy of measurement of 
base lines. All these tests are subsidiary to the controlling tests of 
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. . . .  

4 . U. 6. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY 

A cornpnrison of the three orders of harizontdJcontral a r d i n d p  
used by this burenn is mdily obtained from the followinq tnbie, 
which shows the limits for the principal items of the speciticntions 
for these orders : 

Bequimnmtr for Irodzontal control 
ZIlrsomnou 

I '- I 

It mill be noticed that the standards o€ nccuracp prescribed zbove 
apply mainly to the Iicld observations. Other stnnclards 3rr3 used for 
the adjusted work. The process of adjusting obcerratioiis by the 
method of least squares ninkes the results consistent tliroiidiout but 
does not remove dl errors. If the observational errors are small 
and indiscriminately plus and minus, then the adjustment will prob- 
ably distribute them so that there mill  be but a diglit nccumulntion 

0 
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and systemtic errors of varying signs am not distributed correctly 
by the adjustment process. 

Under certain condit.ions the specified allowable e m  in the 
length of a line may be found to be esceecled even when the triangula- 
tion meets the other apedictations for that particular p d e  of con- 
trol. m e t e  two points are close together, as compmd with the 
size of the triangulation figure of which .they are (L part, the dis- 
tance between th- points may be in m r  in escess of that indi- 
cated by the cia= of triangulation of the scheme. The accuracy of 
the computed length of any line can be estimated by computing 
the mR, from the base to that line in accordance with the formula 
for the strength of &gums 89 given on page 11. 

Triangle closure and agreement in length are not the only stand- 
ards for triangulation which should be applied. It is possibie b~ 
a lucky balancing of errors to secure small triangle closures in a 
short scheme of triangulation even when the observations are below 
standard. It is also possible by omitting from the computations 
obserrations which M e r  greatly from the mean to reduce trhnglie 
closurea greatly. It maF aIso happen that a balancing of errors in 
computing a chin of triangles will result in a very small dixrep- 
ancy in length on the nest ked line. The a c c w  of triangulation 
ia perhaps best indicated by t.he probable error of a direction, but 
since this gage of the work iS not avaaable until after the adjust- 
ment haa been made, the triangle closure and the agreement in 
length, as given by the preliminary computa.tions, am the best avail- 
able field criteria. TO insure that the requisite accuracy is main- 
tained throughout the t r i ada t ion ,  it is essential to @re careful 
considerations to the instrumental equipment and t.he methods of 
observing in order that the sFstematic and accidental errors may be 
kept within the prescribed limits and that no part of the triangulation 
dl eshibit undue werrknese. 

SPECXFICATIONS FOR RECONNAISWiCE 

The general instructions for reconnaissance as &en in S p e d  
Publication Xo. BO, 9hnurrl of First Order Trimplation," are 
s t i l l  in force escept aa modified on account of the present short spans 
between h e d  lines and the desirability of a mom intensive control 
of the area covered. For convenience of reference, t.hese instructions 
are repeated below. 
1. Character of &gme&--The chain of' triangulation between base nets shall 

be ma& up of completed qnadrllatemls and of central-polat flgures. with all 
stations occupied. It must not be allowed to degenerate eren for o single 
flgure~ to singie triangles, escept by specific permission by the DLrector. There 
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stations occupied. It must not be allowed to degenerate e m  for 8 single 
dgure to single triangles. escept by specific permission by the Director. Them 
must be two ways of computing the lengths through each figure. On the other 
band, there must be uo overlapping of figures and no escess of observed lines 
w o n d  those necessary to secure a double determination of every length, except 
M follows: In a four-sided central-pint figure oue of the diagonals map be ob. 
served; a tlgure used in expanding from a bnse often requires the observation 
of additional llnes: and a network of triangulation orer a ctty OP other wide 
area m y  very properly contoiu a few orerlapplng dgures to meet special 
condl tlons. 

Z Strength of 6gures.-In the chdn of trhngnlation between base nets in the 
baeic network the vnlue of the quantity 

(see p. 11) for m y  one flgure niust not in the selected beat chain (call it E,) 
esceed 25, nor la the second k t  (cnl1 it Ra) esceed So, in units of the sixth 
place of logarithms. Tbese are extreme Ifaiits never to be exceeded. Xeep 
the quantities R, and Ra d m n  to the lliiiits 10 and 30 for the best and second- 
best chins,  respectirelp, whenever the estimated total cost does not esceed that 
for o ch in  barely within the rxtreme linrits by more than ?Is percent. The 
values of N for a flmre uiap be rendllp obtained by the use of the “table for 
deternilrring relative strength of flmres in trinngdation” on page 10. 

In the a k v e  fornrutrr the two terms 

depnd entirely nlwm the flmm chosen and ore independent of the accuracy 
with which the arnglm t i r e  arenwiirer3. The prnduct of these two terms is there  
fore a menaure of the sltreneh ot  the flmm with respect to length. insofar 88 
the strength depends upnn the selectton of stutfons and of lines to be observed 
over. The method nf compriting the strength of Urnires is explained on 10. 
3. Lengths ot linea-It is host that nn line of the drst-orcler triangu!rtion 

ontsiJe of the base nets be less than 3 kilometers in length. if it is to be 
ami directly in crrrrsing the leueth forward throiwh the scheme: that is, if 
it is oppaite a distance angle wed in computing R,. So far  as accuracy 
of ohserratinns is concerned, there is little advantape in having the Iineg 
Ionrer thrn this. Above this ininimllln lenpth tkc, iliain cnnsiderations adect 
the size nf the aclieme: First. the combined cost per mile of progress of recon- 
naissance. buildlria and ohserving : and second. the number and accessiblllty 
of the points determined. Since these two factors are opposed, the compromise 
scheme selected should have the stations cloae enough together to be used by 
engineem without special Instruments and simal 

4. Frequency of bases-If the character OC t h e  counm is such that a base site 
be fotrnd nenc any desired IWatiOa. Si?, hQCWeQn base Ifna shoutd be 

made abant 60. This will be foimd to correqmnd to a chnin of from 10 to 
25 trinngles. accordinu to the strength of the Ilmres secured. With stroag 

1 h n g  I l n a  nnd hlch statlons are no loam? dcalrable in the trlongulatloo net, althoagh 
they were frequently u r d  In the earllcr work when the harlc irnmorork war bring dotee 
m i n d .  HI& statlonr nad long llnm cannot be uned conrentently by lo& cnglneerm and 
therefom Ilnea longer than 10 or 15 mllea are now seldom determined. OL course. ln 
high mountainous region.. lonatr llncs are aomatimes necemary to eoordlnace new work 
with that prcvtoudy exlitlag and to Lurnlrh adequate dlrtrlbution oc‘ control aa economl- 
eallt M poglblc 



to secure a base site at the desired Imatioi~. ZRI may be allowed to approach 
but not esceed 110. There will be a n g e r  when this larger limit is used 
that an lnterrening bme may be uecesmtry. for it the discrepmrq between 
adjacent flrst-order bases Is found in nn,r ease to esceed 1 pitn In 3.00 an 
interrenhg buse must be mmsured. 

5. Base sites and base nets.-111 selecting base sites it should be kept In mind 
that D hse can be memred with the required degree of nmmq on any 
slte where the -de on nur Xkncter tape length cloes tiot exceed 10 percent. 
and that nitmow volleys or mr111es less than .u) meters wide in the dlrectlon 
OF the base are not ilrsnperitble obstncles to meirsurement. The length of e:ich 
base ia to be not less than 1 kilometers. In ench base net great care should 
be taken to -re as good geometric conditions as possible. There should 
be no hesttanw in placing the bnse on rowh ground, prodded the rmghiiess 
Is not grenter thnn that lndfcnted above, If by dohg so the geometric condl- 
tiona in the base net are Improved. Each bnse net should not be longer than 
two ordinary figures of the mdn chain between bnses. The %ase net may 
also be strengthened by obsembg over as many lines between stations of the 
net as can be made tntervtsible wtthout escf+s&e cost For building or cntting. 
Caution is necessary in thus strengthening II base net by obserrlnq estm lines 
to amld making the flgare so COmRlferrted as to be escessivelp dlWcult and 

6. Conneetiom to existing triangdation.-In starting from or connecting with 
either flrst- or seeond-order triangulation. it Is essential that the connection 
be ma& to a line of proper strength. nnd also that observations be made 
from the two ends of that llne awn II third point of the eslstlng triangulatloa 

the new angles agree closely wlth the. old obaerv:ttfone * the exact recovery 
of the old stations Ie asmred. Eren when connecting the triangulatton of 
the third order I t  1s better If meihle to connect with a line rather than a 
point, for the comparison of the lengths of the llne common.to the two sptems 
Oi triangulatlon may glve Wormation of q e n t  value In adlnsting the weaker 
scheme. Connection in pMttion alone. ~LNXIelY. to (1 single point. or in position 
and a m u t h .  namely. to a single mint but wlth o directton obserred from 
that poht to mother old station. m y  sometimes be odtantageoualy made ot 
intervals bemeen the connections In length. If the line used for a connectton 

Opposite n weak 'nntjle in the old triangulation the comparison in length 
wiu have llttle value. 

co!$ly to adjust. 

CHILNGES OF SPECIFICATIONS 

The following modifications of the above specifications are mainly 
to permit use of single t r i q l e s  because of the relatirely short arcs 
of new trinngdation now required between junctioiis with adjusted 
ma and to allow for the fact that the desirable masinnurn length of 
line is now 15 miles, with se rnge  length and breadth of quadri- 
laterals about 10 miles. 

m i l e  single triangIes are nom sometimes permissible; it must not 
be inferred that they may be used indiscriminately. A f i p  giving 
double deteiminntion of length must be emploFed whenever it is 
possible to do so without uiidue expense or delay. Tlie limits of R, 
md Rt of P fipre have been reduced to 15 and 25: respectively7 and 
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their desirable limits to 10 and 25, respectively. The t e p g h  of szvs 
&ween fixed linea are nom so short that base lines tare seldom needed, 
ant? as the triangulation net is estemded the time isnpidly approach- 
ing when they may be dispensed with entizely. Pmcticdly all base . 
lines are now measured on railroad trrrcks, and the b t m  nets a,re 
d l p  less complicated than formerly. The special subjects of brrse 
linea and base nets will be taken up rmder those headings (See pp. 
76 and 79.) 

Under prrra,mph I of the specifications, tlie use of overlapping 
@urea, that is, .figures requiring more tlisln one side gnation, is 
closely limited. However, such fi,- hare always been used when 
necessuy to cover Q difficult mea and to maintain the required figure 
strength. Sach latitude does not mean that complex figures may be 
chosen at mill, but that the jud-pent of the reconnaissance engineer 
ia relied upon to select a superior scheme at the espense of a reason- 
able increase in office work. 

For several years, B limited length of line bas h n  specified in 
the instructions. This limit has varied somewhat with the character 
of the country and the purpose of the triangulation. Genernlly, the 
desired length of cross and side lines has been between 8 and 12 
miles, with few diagonals exceeding 15 mila. This limitation is 

a imposed for two reMons-to avoid hindrance to progress caused by 
conditions of low visibility, rrnd to supply to other orapnktiona 
lines they can readily use. 

azimuth marks, turnow established at a11 occupied stations, have 
larply eliminated the second condition. As for the first, it is recog- 
nized that for different types of country there am different econom- 
ical lengths of line. I n  order to obtain the proper intensit) of con- 
trol, supplemental stations may be established within the areas of 
the main scheme figures. .Since the requirements for these supple- 
mental stations are only that each shall form a part of at least one 
well formed triangle, more accessible and useful locations can be 
found for them than when all the conditions of carrying forward the 
scheme are imposed. Generally, instructions  are^ issued authorizing 
the reconnaissance engineer to select the size of figures which he feels , 

best suited to the area. 

CUSSES OF TRUNGULATION 

Regular reconnaissance parties am concerned with first- and sec- 
ond-order tricmplotion only. When the adjustment of the trim- 
gulation net is made, a number of the arcs am designated “second 
order,” if that is the accu~cp actually obtained for ;hem. In practice, 
the angles for second-order triangulation are observed under the same 



instructioxu aa for firstsrder triangulation, but under the criterion 
that a direction need not be reobserved unless it deviates by mom than 5 
seconds from the mean of the 16 positions and that stations are not to be 
reoccupied for closing errors if these do not esceed about 5 seconds. 
Them is no diffepnce in the requirements of the reconnaissance for the 
two classes except that for second-order a m  single triangles may be 
used somewhat more freely and figure strength may be reduced shghtly 
for greater economy. The extent to vhich these are permissible has 
been allowed to reat with the officer in charge of the reconnaissance. 
For all practical purposes, the requirements of the two orders may be 
cbnsidd the S U X I ~  

STRENGTa OF FIGURES 

The strength of a fisure depends on the amount of vazilrtion of the 
sines of the distance angles per unit of change in the angles themssm, 
multiplied by P factor, pecuIiar to the figure, which is a function of 
the number of observed dimtiom and of conditions to be satisfied 
within the figure. In other words, with a given emr in the observed 
angles, a strong Qpm is one in which the displacement of the loci of 
the intersections caused by this error wi l l  be relatively d. 

Computation of strength of figura-h the following table the 

place of logarithms. The two arguments of the table are the distance 
angles in degrees, the smaller distance angle being given at tire top of 
the table. The distance angles are the angles in each triangle opposite 
the known side and the side required. 6* and dB are the logarithmic 
differences corresponding to 1 second for the distance angles A and B 
of a triangle. 

t.8bd8ted W for [SA*+SAJ&J~~- The Unit b one h the SKth 
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USE OF TABLE 

To compare two alternative figures? either quadrilaterals or cen- 
tral-point figures, insofar as the strength with which the length is 
carried forward is concerned, proceed as follow: 

( a )  Fnt ench flmr& take ont the distance angles. to the nearest degree U 
possible. for the best and second-best chains of triangles through the figure. 
These chafns :ire to be selected at d n t  by estimation. and the estimate Is 
to be checked larer hy rhe results of compnrfsan. 

( b )  For each triangle in ench chain enter the table with the distance 
angles ;ia the twu arguments and take our the tabular value. 
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( 0 )  For each chin, the best and m u d  best, through each figure, take the 

gum of the rrrbnlar values. 
(a )  Uultiply en& sum by the factor 

D-C 
D '  

for that Qpre, where D is the number of directions oherred and C 1s the number 
ab coadltions to be satMed in the figure. The qunntitlea so obtained namely, 

- 

will for convenience be called ZZt and I& for the'beat and seeond-best chains, 
resgectivelY* 

ia dependent mainly upon the strength of thc 
best chain through it, hence the smaller the RC the greater the strength of the 
Qure. The second-best chain contributes somewhat to the t o m  strength and 
the other weaker and pm,ereseiveb less independent  chain^ contribute still 
rrmaller amounta In deciding between figures they should be classed nccordlng 
to their best chains, unless said best china are very nearly of e~nal strength 
and their second-best chains di& greatly. 

(e) The strength of the 

NOTES ON S U M  OF RGUBES 

It should be remembered that the strength of a figure as computed 
from the foregoing formulas axid table is affected only by the line which 
is used to carry the lene@ forward to the next figure. It will be found 
that a figure very short in the direction of progress, compared to its 
width, wil l  e e  (L very strong determination for the length of line 
used in carqmg the computations forward. However, the side lines 
in such figurn lie opposite we& angles, and are not satisfactorp as 
junction lines for intersecting a m  of triangulation. Also, pro,gesg 
with such &pres is slow. 

Generally speaking, a rapid increase or decrease in the width of the 
scheme wi l l  introduce weakness, dthough not necessarily so. Such 
nrriation in width may be necessary in passing from one area into 
,onother of greatly dsering characteristics. The transition can usu- 
ally be made without emat loss of strength by using acute and obtuse 
angles in combination 'as distance angles. The successive triangles am 
laid out so that the side opposite the larger distance angle in one tri- 
nn@a becomes opposite the smaller distance angle of the nest. T l h  
prmciple can be carried even further by taking adrantage of the fact 
that the sine decreases as the angle increases in the second quadrant. 
Since the triangles are adjusted so os to close theoretically, an crmr 
which would make one distance angle too large, should e a similar 
negative residual in the other. Hence in B triangle in whch one angle 
esceecls 90°r if the colog sine of the first is small the log sine of the 
second sliould be Iiirge ancl errorc will tend to compensate. Br refer- 
ence to the table, it will be found that a triangle with distance angles 

365164°41-2 



of 40° and EOo has the same strength as one with angles of 5 5 O  and 
60°. It will be noted that &pres expanded by this method follow 
the Iaw that strength is ,pined by shortening the.figure in the direc- 
tion of progress. 

PBBsQsSmza FTGUR~S 

(A) Simple quadrilateraL-The simple quadrilateral (see A, Ug. 1) is the 
best tlgure. and I t  ahodd be employed wherever possible. It combines mad- 
*mom arength and progress with a minimum of eSw!ntial geometrical conditions 
when appmsfmately equilateral or square and thedore  the square guadrhterai 
is the prfect Q p e .  It has a strength factor. 

D--c of 0.6. 
D 

(B) Foar-sided central-point flgure with one diigonakWhen ow diagoaal 
of the quadrfloterai Is obstructed. a central point. which is virrible from the 
four cornera can be Inmrted. (See B, fig. 1.) This Ugare requires the solution of 
two stde epuatlnos and ate mgle eqnotlona, and hence adds to the labor of 
adjusting. Its strength factor is 0.36. 
(0 Four-sided centmi-point figure without diagonaL-At times. neither dl- 

agonal can be made cfsible nnd the figure bectimm u simple fonr-siild cvntrd- 
point quadrilateral (see C. fig. 1) wtth a strength factor of 0.64. The central 
p int  in this mse'should be careftrllp located to mointain the strength of the R 
chain of triangles. An excellent lomtian Is near &e stde line and. about mid- 
way along It. If too near the side llne. however. refraction error8 may bet tal- 

mast the same for the cioaely adjamt llnca ond furthermore the RC value wtll 
be BO large aa to be of little value as a check on lengths computed through the 
& triangles 
(D) Threesided central-point dgure.-ThIs fa a simple uti usually very 

strong ffgure. (See D. Ug. 1.) It Is often used to compensate for a gteat =ria- 
Uon La length of the side lines of adjacent quadrllrrtenk and to quickly change 
the dlrectloo of the scheme. Ita strength Factor is 0.80 ami the equations re- 
quired tor Its adjustment are the mme as for a regular qlllpdrilateni. 
(E) Five-aided figure with four diagonala.-Tbls B y r e  m y  b considered aa 

a four-sided central-point figure wlth one dingoml. in which the centrnl palnt 
falls ontalde the flgure. (See E. fig. 1.) It 1s used to afford a check when 
either a diagonal or a side llne la obstructed. It has the same strength factor. 
158, a8 the above foaar-sided central-point Umre wft& one diagoml. ( B ) ,  ond 
reqafrea the same adjustment equations and precaurionr against malring any of 
the angles too small. This tleure can often be used by the obseroing pow 
when 8 side Une of a quadrthreral is found to be obstrncted. 

(F) Fiveaided figure with thm diagonala-Thls figure 13 slmihu to the four- 
sided central-point Rgure. ( C ) .  except that the central point falls outside the 
&are. (See F. fig. L) The strength factor is 0.64. 

(G) Five-aided central-point figure with two diagona&.-This figure is an 
orerlap of a central-point quadrilateral and a slmple quadrllareml. and is the 
most complicated f lme employed. (See G. fig. I) It has been used to carry 
the scheme over dlfecult or conoer areas Thls flyre eon generally be made 
very stroog, Its strength factor is 0.S. 
(E) Five- and ah-sided central-point figurea without disgonds.-Any golygon 

wfth a central point (see R flg. 1). having separate chains of triangles on either 
side 02 the cemcral point, wlU give a double determination of Length, since it  



la permissible to amy the tmo lengths through the same triangle provided 
M e r e n t  combinations of distnnce angles are employed. However. the fke and 
six-sided central-point polygons are the only ones that should receive consider= 
atlon, and thep are Inferior to the simpler quadrilaterals. The factom of 
strengtb are 0.67 for five sidea and 0.88 for slr 

C 

E(N0.2 1 

P 0 n 
Fromm I .-DIhrent mea of used In trianmlatfoo. 

UNOCCUPXED STATIONS 

In case an azimuth mark is not required, a supplementd station, or 
station of some other organization, need not be occupied but it should 
be determined by observations from three or four established stations. 
To seem a check, observations must be taken from at least three sta- 
tions, but if t b  from more than four, the computations become 
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unduly complicated. Good intersections, satis@qg the conditions 
of 6gum strength, should be SBCpfed. 911 intersections should be taken 
from adjacent stations in the main scheme which are preferably in a 
single 6gure. 

BmowRcIIBEzl 

circamstances sometima atise which  require^ the scheme to be offset 
to one side, under conditions unfavorable for ordinary methda of 
changing direction. This may be accomplished by placing the d j j ,  
cent 6gure alongside, so that a side line of one is common to a side 
line of the other. (See fig. 2.) The strangth of the two rigures ia, of 
course, computed through the common side he. 

Fraum 2-mbOw dgam 

AREA TRIAIVGtrLATION 

Area triangulation consists of a scheme espanded by adding ti- 
angIes in all directions to form 3 spider web effect. This method 
has replaced the method of wing triangles fonnerlp used. Since the 
introcluction of new methods of adjustment and new calculating 
machine equipment, the simultaneous solution of area triangulation 
is not a formidable problem. 

The a i m  method was initiated when it became necessary to provide 
covecige over areas completely bounded by arcs of trinnplation. 
Wien r l i w  which should not be elongated in any direction, 
31-0 reduced to il size of about four figures across, the area method 
of reconnniszunce and triangulation is employed. Single triangles 
shaulcl Le uscd (see fig. 3) and a complete connection made to all 
bouncling arcs. In this figure the heavy lines represent the estab- 
lisiied arc triangulation, the medium lines indicate the main scheme 
area reconimiss;mce, and the light lines are for supplemental stations. 
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as otherwise R serious discrepancy might be fotind later in case a con- 
nection were macle between t w  stations fairly close together which 
had been established from different arcs. The adjustuient of these 

FXGCES S.--sIodiBed nrea trlangnlatlon. 

cross arcs can be'made by determining the positions, lengths, and 
azimuths in each intersection figure by weighted m e w  of converging 
data? and then adjusting the separate sliort arcs betwen these &pres. 
Since such of triangulation will be short, a more general use of 
single triangles is permissible. 



Chapter &FIELD PROCEDURE 

SOURCES OF INFORXATXON 

The first operation in starting reconnaissance in 8 new territory 
is to assemble all the existing data concerning the ares that will be 
of help. Various tFpes of mapa may be secured from several F d d  
agencies and from State and county governments. The common road 
m p  distributed oil companies is also a duable  source of infoma- 
tion. Udes  the climatic characteristics 8pe h o r n ,  United States 
Weather Bureau records may well be consulted. The more useful 
information that is obtained before the work is started, the grerrtar 
will be the ease in doing the fidci work 
Tile best detailed mapa for the  purpose^ are the topographic shmts of 

the United States Geological Survey, which now cover nearly one-&& 
of the Gnited 'States. These vary greatly in scale, usefulness, and 
accuracy according to their age and to tpps of country covered. The 
older sheets are often broadly gene- and show only main trenQ 
of drainage and didding ridges but the more modern ones are es- 
cellent maps. The reconnaissance engineer should realize, however, 
that many of the contours are sketched by estimation and that, es- 
pecially in timbered country, many of the elevations at some distance 
from bench marks inaF depend on barometric determinations. When 
the profile taken froni the contour map indicates a close clealrnce of a 
line, it is adt-is:able to actually check it on the ,murid. 

Xest in order of imp~rtm~e are the county soil sumy maps pub- 
lishcd by the Bureau of Plant Industry, United States Department 
of ;igriculture. These maps? especidy the later ones, are sufficientiy 
accurate as to roads, drainage, man-made features, etc., but do not 
give elevations escept in 3 few cas- in which the contours a m  copied 
from Geological Sumey sheets of the same area. Since certain types 
of soil ore apt to be found on the higher rid,-, especially in a region 
where the topography is due to erosion, because of the fact thrrt the 
harder formations naturally resist erosion and stand out as the higher 
elevations, the Soil Survey maps can be used for considemble p r e l i -  
nary laying out of the scheme as soon as these characteristics ~UTJ 

learned. 
The county post-route maps compiled by the Post Office Department 

am nest in line of usefulness. They show roads with o fair degree of 
accuracy, and the dxinage sytem roughlr. I n  sectionalized States, 

. 
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these m a p  serve at once to locate the section in which a station is placed 
and form 3 p o d  base for plotting the mconnsissance sketch. 
The sectional aeronautical charts of the Coast and Geodetic Survey 

 are^ of great aid in regioons where no larger scale maps hare been made. 
These charta am compiled from all available data and show railroads 
and main highwarn major streams, toms, air beacons. and zones of 
elevation. Their  use^ by reconnaissance parties also affords an oppor- 
tunity to check the compilation. 

In  addition to the above Federal maps, county and district maps 
can often be secured from State highway departments: Forest Service 
offi-, county engineers. and commercial map compiling agencies. 
Theze maps vary from good to very poor and their utility wi l l  M~U-  
d y  depend upon their quality. 

State maps are published by the Geological Survey, the General 
T a d  e, and the Post office Department. The Geolo@cal Survey 
base maps on a scale of 1 to S00,OOO are available for all States and 
are very useful. They show the projection in intervals of lo, county 
lines, townships, &ads, locations of all cities and Villages, and the 
general drainage system. They are very useful 11s work sheets and, 
in'the absence of more detailed maps, should be used as a basis in 
laying out the preliminary scheme. The Public Roads Administration 

. of the Fedenrl Works Agency publishes dikict maps which show all 
the mads in the areas covered. 

MAP STUDY 

After securing the available maps, the location of the scheme, as 
specified in  the^ instructions, is laid out on the State map. h careful 

, study is then made of the drainage system of the area, since the 
divides between major stream basins should ordinarily be of the 
highest general elevation, although this assumption is not reliable 
in areas of band dunes and glacial moraines. This @ires a start in 
deciding the size of Qures and the general plan. If contour maps 
are at hand, a tentative zcheme ia then dram on them and the 
profiles of the lines are taken from the contours. I f  topographic 
maps do not I?S~S~, which is generally the c&c~, a rery rough tentative 
scheme is laid out by judging possibilities from the stream dirides, 
and thia scheme is marked on the best available maps with pencil. 
This is done a Sgure at a t h e ,  as zdi pro6psssa, and is only a guide 
in locdizing the search for station sites. 

"he map study, supplemented by a gened  knowledge of t.he p g -  
raphy, wi l l  indicate to the observer what tppe of countq he will find. 
More detailed information is secured by a preliminary inspection of 
the area in case the obserrer is not already familiar with it. This 
information dl include the tme of topography? height of trees, 



quality of roads? etc, and will, of course, govern the detailed method9 
of reconnaissance. The types of terrain encountered include wooded 
and bare mountainous areas, rolling timbered regions, prairies, plain 
areas with breaks, buttes, and mesas, old lake bottoms and coastal 
plains that are pmt icdy  flat, and glaciated regions with extremelp 
irregular topography. 

SELECTION OF JIImODS ACCORDING TO TERRAIN 

Becannnissance methods map be divided into tvo clssses depending - 
on whether linea rn checked (a )  by dying on direct visibility or 
( 8 )  by instrumental profiling or "blind reconnaissance." Generally 
speaking, the first method is applicable to mountainous or very 
hilly areaa and to open plains. The second method must be resorted 
to in level or rolling timbered areas, although many lines in such 
areas can also be cheeked by direct vision. Actual visibility over a 
line is, of mum, the most desirable and accurate test as no further 
effort need be expended upon that line. 

DIRECX INTERVISIBILITY OF POINTS . 

Paints intervisible from the ground will preva'il in western m o m  
tainous regions, and to a certain estent in the Great Plains and in the 
eastern mountains. The reconnaissance is comparatively simpla 
First, select the line of eristing triangulation that will  best serve d a . 
starting line for the new arc. Then visit the existing stations in order to 
recover the old marks. Should any of these be destroyed, select other 
starting points, the best that can be recovered. From each of these 
stations inspect the area to be covered for likely loclrtions for new 
stations and d e  a notation of their descriptions and magnetic azi- 
m u t h  in a notebook Each possible location should be camfully 
studied so that it may be identified with certainty when seen from 
different positions. Each hill or mountain will have some individual 
characteristics, such as shape, size, peculiar formations, patches of 
brush or snow, outstanding trees, etc., which should be imp& on 
the memoq. In more inhabited regions, there will be fields, groves, 
buildings, and windmills to be noted. 

It is well for the reconnnissance engineer to adopt a system of notes 
that suits his o m  convenience. These should be complete. but not 
voluminous, and may often be supplemented by horizon sketches, with 
the azimuths of prominent features placed directly above them. These 
sketches are usually made with the aid of binoculars, and can be made 
to exaggerate certain peculiarities or the vertical scale to advantage. 
Each observer will soon find what nota  and sketches are best adapted 
to his own needs. The purpose of these is to have a fund of informa- 

. 



tion that will enable him to identie and find an? point he has observed 
from some distance. 

The points that nppear best suited to the scheme are then plotted 
on the work sheet, which generally will be a State map on a scale 
of 8 miles to the inch. Distances must at first be estimated, but after 
the successive points have 'been visited and beurine taken, inter- 
sections can be plotted on the work sheet to give more accurate 
positions and distances The pogitiona on the map will show the 
locations of the points with respect to the nearest settlements and 
\rill sum a route for reaching them. 
The foregoing opemiions require that the obsemer train his memory 

to retain details of what he sees. He should be able to remember 
topographic feature without making an especial attempt to do so. 
This knowledge will often make p d b l e  a quick solution of a di& 
cult problem. A good plan is to sit do- with binoculars and spend 
half an hour or more intently studying the entire area visible from 
the vantage point selected. He should never be in h m e  to leave IL 

station, nor should he let anything interfere with his concentration 
on his task. Xemory is mainly the result of concentration and is 
invaluable to the reconnaissance engineer. 

The map study wi l l  suggest the best points for completing the 
figure under consideration. However, the observer must carefully 
avoid devoting too much attention to a predetermined plan to the 
exclusion of other possibilities. This is very important as even the 
best tentative scheme is sure to break down sooner or later and require 
revision. If comprehensive data am not secured at each point it 
may become necessary to revisit the points to the rear. Also, factors 
such as inaccessibility of tentative points may make it desirable to 

- alter the preliminary plnn, and this can be done without loss of time 
if the proper notes are at hand. A great aid to progress and to the. 
securing of smooth, strong figures? is to acquire a knowledge of the 
country one or two figurn thead of the finally located stations. It 
is often possible to shift o location without harm to the figure to the 
rear, and thus greatly improve the @we ahead. It is not good prac- 
tice to dehitely select stations solely to complete a 6-y without 
considering also the succeeding fiyres as this wi l l  often llmit the pos- 
sibilities for the nest -re, and may result in a complicated arid 
rough scheme. The observer should make a practice of considering 
alternate plans carefully before adopting one. 
'& observations made at the two ends of the starting line wil l  

indicate the best tentative locations of stations for rapid propess 
ancl to mnint:iin figure strength. Thm tentatire locations are nest 
found on the poiincl by making iise of the best road map available 
and by local inquiry when necessary. The operations are here re- 



peated in the same manner (LS at the first stations. It is w d  always 
to read the azimuths to the rearward stations both as a check, and 
to improve the accuracy of the subsequent sketch. * When a location 
is finally selected, notes are made describing it and the best routes 
of approach for um of the observing party. Such notes &odd be 
kept also for any promising point visited, even when it does not 
enter into the immediate plm, in order to avoid revisiting it should 
this point be selected later. 
By the continued application of these methods, the scheme will 

be dedopeda Considerable imagination and skill are required to 
select the best compromise to meet all the conditions The require- 
menta for station sitw am gim briefly on page 63. Bll statiom 
selected should be visited and the best route of approach determined 
and described. when alternate routes may merit consideration, it is 
well to suggest or describe them briefly. 
kr approaching the connection to another fixed line, particdarlp 

if it is in old work, the reconnaissance engineer wiIl do well to gu 
forward and recover the necessary stations when stiU two or three 
Sgures short of reaching them. Frequently, the best placed sta- 
tions am not recoverable, or the plan for making the connection 
must be altered for other reasons The  distance^ thw allowed permits 
the diversion of the scheme to the new connection without abrupt 
bends and irregularities. 

Generallp, the reconnaissance engineer will have little Mcultp 
in finding the necessary linea of visibility to build up his scheme in 
mountainous or open country of prominent relief. His problem 
will be mainly one of securing stations of greatest accessibility, and 
his errom will most often muit from mistaken ideatiqw Too much 
emphssis cannot be placed on the certain identification of distant 
points. This may appear difficult to the beginner, but the ability 

be acquired'by careful application. The main thing is to note 
the pertinent and unusual features of any landscape, and not to 
bother the mind with the commonplace. Just as a woadsman wi l I  
pass miles of birch and poplar trees without notice, but h e .  
distely remembsr a lone pine, so the skillful reconnaissance m m  
wil l  glance over many uniformly wooded ridges and instantly FBQ. 
ognize one having a tree with a peculiarly forked snag. 

The reconnaissance engineer must remember that, as the aFchj- 
tect of the structure, he is in charge of the plan for the finished 
triangulation scheme, and that thoroughness and accuracy 
qaired to fulfill his duty to the observing party. 

HORIZON SICE'PCHES 

Horizon sketches give a very useful means of identifiping objects 
or features which it may be desirable to refer to at a later time. 



In open country, an outline &et& of a considerable arc of the 
horizon may be made which may show also the outlines of inter- 
vening ,groves, hills, etc. These may be valaable later when the 
observer can verify his position by lining them up with features 
on the horizon. In areas of this character, the sketch may be 
made conveniently and with good detail by looking through the 
transit telescope. If this is inverting, the book may be held up- 
side down and the sketch dram as seen. When the book is righted, 
the pi- wi l l  be tme. Sketches are lesa used in wooded areas 
but am v e e  convenient at times. They can be made from the t o p  
of structures or treea with the aid of binoculars. 
A cornmoll use of sketches is to'aid in identifying IL point the 

obaerper is leaving, from some distant point. Graves and buildings 
do not appear the same from close by as from a distance. It is 
customary, therefore. to drive some distance from the feature in 
the direction from which it mill.be seen and make the sketch from 
fihereh 

claunm 4.--EPmplo or horlxon am&. 

A considerable (Lmount of detail is desirable, because outlines often 
vary greatly from slightly different angles of view. The positions 
of windmills in respect to buildings, chimneF and ventilators on 
roofs, etc., often clarify m object that would otherwise be doubtfuL 

Overlapping .vistas.-A short cut occnsionallp used in proving two 
points to be intervisible when they cannot be identified positively 
one from the other? or when the view is obstructed bs haze, etc., is 
known as uoverlapping vistas." Suppose that from a @en point 
some object in the middle distance is visible with a distant horizon 
beyond it near the azimuth- of the point to which the visibility is 
in question. Then, if from this second point, the object is also 
visible, with a distrurt horizon beyond it, the line of sight between the 
points is probably de&. Ah, in times of low risibilitv, if the vista 
is dear from each station for a distmce well in excess of one-half the 
distance between stations, it is probable that they are intervisibile. 

LAYING OUT THE SCEEME IN AREAS REQUIRIXG PROFILING 

Under conditions which prevent direct visibiliv over many or d 
lines? resort must be had to instrumentnl methods of investigating the 
various linea in order to compute the required heights of si&&. Gen- 



e d y ,  the procedure is to select promising points for station sites from 
a study of maps and from views from points of vantage such aa wabr 
tanks, buildings, fire lookout towers, derricks, trees, bald hills, etc. 
These! tentative points are then plotted on a work sheet which may be 
an existing map or one compiled by the reconnaissance party for the 
purpose. The conditions decting visibility along the lines between 
these points are nest investigated by the methods that follow. If any 
of the lines are obstructed, B new tentative point is selected with the 
aid 09 information pined in testing the original point, and the linea 
are investigatedm before. The ability of the r e c o n n ~ c e  engineer 
to pick his tentative points with accumcy, so thiit the -&t majority of 
lines will be clear, is krgedy the m e m m  of his skill as attained by 
experience and application. 

The name "profiling" is given to the process of finding the relative 
elevations of critical points along a prospective line, and determining 
the visibility from the two ends by analyzing the results. A complete 
profile is not made as obviously only the highest elevations need be con- 
sidered, although considerable work is required at times to locate these 
Critical points in flat country. As soon as a section of the line is shown 
to be clear, further investigation of it is dropped. The elevations am 
obtained either by vertical angles, by altimefer? or by a combination of 
these methods. (See pp. 32-43.) 

in mountainous regions,'the first step is to lay out 
the general course of the arc on a State map, and to select and recover 
the best eristing stations for starting the new scheme. Tho next step 
is to get a view over the country if it  is possible to do so. This may be 
from a tall tree new one of the old stations, since they am usudy on 
higher ground? or from a water tank or oil derrick. The purpose is to 
get as accuratr R knowledge of the m a  within the prospective 6gum 
as feasible, arid possibly to check some of the lines directly. Views 
from near the stations themselves a i  best, and a special effort should 
be made to get them. However, 8s these may be from tree t.ops under 
conditions that preclude the use of instruments the knowledge guined 
should usually be supplemented by instrumental measurements made 
from tanks and derricks. A good view from a tree is sometimes diffi- 
cuit to secure. If the timber is hardwood it will be impossible to climb 
high enough to see over all the neighboring trees, especially when they 
are in leaf md the observer may have to be content with a narrow vista 
through a hole in the foliage, or he may have to climb several trees for 
even a partial view of the horizon. If the stntion is on a wooded hill, 
an advantage may often be had by climbing 3 tree part way down the 
slope, in the direction of the desired view, as the slope will give it an 
advantage over the trees below. Pine trees are better for this purpose, 
aa they can usuallp be climbed to the extreme top, axid there is more of 
a tendency for occasional individual trees of this species to stand out 

was the 



above the general level. Tree climbing is laborious and dan~roui  but 
pod reconnaissance cannot be done in dacult, wooded regions 
without it. 

huming that satisfactory views may be obtained, the observer 
should study the horizon9 noting the prominence and relative distmcev 
of all ridge tops and my peculiarities on them that may be helpful in 
later identification. He should also note all gaps in intermediate 
ridges. If the area is lacking in prominent features, diqtmce may 
sometimes be judged by color and shading. This estimate may be 
made with'very fair accuracy if some object whose distance is known 
can also be seen and compared with the one in question. Magnetic azi- 
muths should be taken to d prominent objects, natural and artificial, 
and to the horizontal limits of the more distant vistas; that is to points 
where the view of a more distant ridge is cut off by a nearer one. It is 
good practice to take the azimuths of obstt~clw that hopelessly obstruct 
the view, so that the %on= of obstruction" may be kid down on the 
work sheet. Horizon sketchea can also be used to advantage. The 
study of the terrain wi l l  give the obsemer a good idea of what can 
and what cannot be done. Skill in rejecting the impossible Comes 
with practice and is an important ability in ctrrrying on the work 
economically. No time is lost in further testing the obviously 

In fairly open country it has been found of great advantage to 
% d e n  the horizon from a selected station in the direction of the 
forward stations not yet located. This uprof3ing" consists of orient- 
ing the plates of the tnrnsit in azimuth and sweeping the horizon in the 
forward direction of the scheme for vertical angles. These vertical 
angles are recorded as they apply to azimuths, and distances are esti- 
mated to various portions of the horizon. Allowances for safety should 
be made in coordinating verticals with azimuth; i e., the line of the 
vertical angle should pass over my obstruction in the azimuth range 
with which it is recorded. 

imp~ctical 
a 

A sample set of notes might be : 
At Stcrtfon Eagle 

Azimathr Verrlcah I Esrlmateddlswncesandremarkr 
liD-178 +ts 1 0 - 1 2 ~ b a m .  

+20 10mllsrorIarl 1- 
+i. 2 7-9 m i h  hi h Jm. 

191-aw + i s  *lamil& Bgomrcxws+8*.t* 
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new ones being selected are available from the notes The impossible 
casea CM be rejected immediately or the possible casea checked for 
signal heights. 

These notes am to be taken in addition to others explained elsewhere. 
If no view,of the mrrounding terrain can be obtained from the 

station site, the ground work must start from knowledge pined from 
map study and from views obtained from tanka and other points of 
vantage. HOWemw, whem this condition d, it is probable that the 
country is so flat that computing signal heights wi l l  be reduced to 
determining the height of timber and taking account of curvature, and 
there will bb littie advantage of one site over another. 

In  any  case^ the nest step is to climb some structure on which it is 
possible to mount an instrument with a vertical circle. There are, of 
course, localities in which no such structum exist, but fortunately, they 
BFB relatively rare. In the heavily wooded aretu of the South, the 
towns are commonly built on high ground, and their water tanks, 
standing as they do on some local elevation, are nearly always available 
03 vantage points. Oil derricks am common in the Gulf Coastal Plain 
and siqce their standard height is 121 feet they afford good points of 
view. The densely wooded regions near the Canadian border are per- 
haps the most difkdt  in the United States. However, the Fomt 
&mice has &e lookout towen in these area8 which are of h e m  
value to the reconnaissance engineer. It is thus seen that aids of 
dif€erent kinds are the rulerather than the esception in difEcult wooded 

From these stmctum? the same observations are made as from tree 
tops (see p. B), escept that vertical angles am taken on all prominent 
summits and more accurate measurements with a horizontal circle w 
substituted for magnetic azimuths. Some identified object, such 8s 
another tank, will serve to orient the directions. These directions, to- 
gether with distances either estimated or determined by intersections, 
a d  elevations computed from the vertical angles, will locate the points 
where the views are commanding and also the insuperable obstructions. 
The observations combined with those from other points will also locate 
m y  objects that can be plotted on the work sheet. It is well to 
observe many objects and to study the map for suitable combinations 
of lines. This may obviate the necessity for revisiting the point later. 
Sometimes several houm may be spent to trclrmtoge on a tank or tower, 
and the observer should not be anxious to leave so long os there is anp- 
thing he can learn. The observations d l  frequently eliminate other 
previously considered possibilities, and the selection of stations will  
thus be narrowed to a few localities. 

-as 



After securing all possibie data, the observer is confronted with the 
problem of using it to construct a good reconnaissance scheme. This 
is his hard& ta&, and also the one most d S d t  for an instructor to 
teach. 

EXAMPLE OF TYPICAL BECONNAISSrtYCE 

There am so many variations in conditions encountered, that definite 
instructions cannot be given, and the observer musf draw liberally on 
his ingenuity in handling details. A brief outline of the operations 
followed by an esperiend observer under typical conditions may aid 
by suggdon.. 
Bssame an area typical of the South, with a succession of rolling 

timbered ridges of nearly the same height with a few higher elevations 
not high enough to bejntervisible in all cases. Although the country 
is from 23 to 30 percent d e e d ,  the higher ridges am timbered and a 
view can seldom be obtained hrom the ground. Ese of the Tertical 
circle, except from tanIra or other points of \-antage, is not possible. By 
use of existing maps it is found that the proposed scheme crosses a 
drainage system of small creeks, converging gradually tonard a main 
stream to one side of the scheme. From treetops or t anh  it is seen 
that the stream divides are of approximately equal elevations, being 
the result of the weathering away of a plateau. These ridges become 
narrow and lower as the stre& converge and have no very prominent 
elevations,' but there are a few slight rises where h i d e r  materials ham 
resisted erosion. The cover is pine, with a misture of hardwoods on 
the poorer soils of the ridpi and tall gums and cottonwoods dong the 
stream. The gums and cottonwoods are on d c i e n t l y  lower eleva- 
tiom do not obstruct lines, esmpt fo;. a few groups near the center of a 
prospective quadrilateral, where curvature on the long diagonals 
bring them dangetrody close or may require lines calculated to aroid 
them. The general height of trees is between 80 and 90 feet, with a 
h w  between 100 and 110. These wil l  generally be the culls left from 
logging and dl be scattered and wil l  seldom be on the higher ridges. 
Mthough fairly l a r s  upland are= am cultivated, any wide oiew a 
&ow a uniformly timbered horizon. 

OB8BBVATIONS AT mKD STATIQ'?S 

me established station (1) on the side toward the main valley is 
first visited. (See fig. 6.) From it a view is obtained across the 
lower, narrower divide to a hill (A) at an estimated distance of about 
10 miles. This hill fits the new scheme so well and is so prominent 
89 to w a m t  holding it as a controlling point around which 
build the new figure!. The starting line and one side line are 



therefore clear, and the new point appears high enough to sea 
BCIPSS the scheme to some point on one of the divides bectween the 
minor streams, especially since advantage can be taken of the con- 
cavity of one of the valleys. It also looks as if it would clear the 
diagonal which crosses the diminishing ridges, provided some of 
the abovementioned belts of timber do not interfere. The diagonal 
from the occupied station appears to be on.8 grade line, since d b  
tant bits of the horizon am visible but present no prominent featurea 
If thig Iine is not clear it can be broken with a central point, but 
that u p d e n t  should be used only as a last resort. 

ruI 
0 I ? s 

Froon bTyplahl moalulaaaaca ptoblem. 

In searching the horizon in this direction, a water tank is found 
fo the right of the proposed line, and reference to the map indica- 
thst it is in a town near the side line of a suitable prospective 
quadrilateral and a b u t  midway of the line. I t  appears to be in 
flat country, dthoiigh the c p  ::LOWS it to be on one of the minor 
divides. The $,:;wi lJF t i -+ xnk .can& about the breadth of itself 
above the t r r - : , ~ ? ~  The stsmdxl t d  is about 100 feet to the 



-- walkwap, and the bowls are SO to 30 feet in diameter, hence, the 
treetops are probably tibout i 5  or 80 feet abore the ground. Since 
tlie cumahire at the ceiiter of the side line of ideal length of 10 miles is 
about 15 feet. these trees are iiot insuperable, provided the forward 
point is located 011 a farorable eleration. 

Several magnetic clzimutl~~ are takent the entire horizon in the 
direction of tlie new scheme is carefully studied and a tape is low- 
ered from the tree which shows that the observer is 80 feet abore 
the ground. An estimate of the height of the highest branches 
m u n d  him is 15 feet. The minimum si& height is therefore 
90, but 103 feet may be needed becaw of local obstruction. I f  the 
station is accessible by truck there is no adomtap in reducing the 
height, since the trimflation partp in such country will carry 
either 108-foot or ll&foot signals. If the signal must be packed 
in, tlie minimum height should be determined and the location of 
the highest trees should be noted. I f  the hnes will avoid the highest 
trees a 90-foot signal can be specified as sufficient for local ob- 
structions. 

The station (e) at the other end of the fixed lime is then visited. 
From a tree top the water tank is readily visible but appears to be 
op the horizon, nothing beyond it being distinguishable. It scales 
6 d e 3  distant md is loo off the ideal side line which should be 
parallel to the tentative one selected on the other side of the @re. 
N&, looking along the diagonal toward the hill selected for ita 
prominence from the first station? the tops of trees of a h q  blue 
color are just risible near the estimated azimuth. They appear 
we& beyond my intervening trees, which in turn show up e t h  the 
s m e  color and detail as those near the water tank. Hence, it 
seems very probable that this is the hill (A) seen from the first station. 
It was noted to be the only prominent hill in that Ficinitp, and 
it fits the calculated azimuth and distance. It nom appears as (L 

ridge of moderate length. but that is espldned by the diEerent 
q $ e  of view. It is not safe to conclude, however, tliat the identifi- 
cation is posit.ire and that the diagonal is clear. The location of 

point rests on estimated distances? and these hare not been 
checked. A careful study of tlie ridge with binoculars shows that 
its only special feature is a square notch near one end. This is 
carefully sketched in the notebook. 

It is now desimble to plot positions on a larger map, and? as a post 
route map is the best available. the existing stations are plotted by 
1at.itude and longitude, section lines or topographical features, and the 
tentatirely selected forward point plotted by the intersection of the 
azimuths taken from these two stations. I t  falls between two streams2 
one of which? according to the map, makes a long bend around the 

. 
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ma.  This is further evidence that the loc~tion is correct, and that 
the hill is one of the gravelly ridges found in such regions, 

The observer nest goes to the water tank. From the walk of the 
tank, the location of which is accurately plotted on the county map, it 
is first necessary to select a tentative point for the fourth corner of 
the figure. Perhaps the tank i tdf  dl be the best location. It has 
been p b i t i d y  identified from the two rear stations. it stands on a 
slight local elevation, and it is readily accessible for our own parties 
and subsequent users. Its disndwntage is that it is not SufFiCiently 
distant from the starting: points to make a well-shaped figure with the 
hiU already selected as the other forward point. Also. a study of the 
terminand of the map shows that the pnqects of getting a long line 
ahead to s q i m  up the scheme are not favorable. "lie hill selected 
for the other point must be identified positiveiy and so its azimuth 
from the tank is computed. A ridge apparently longer and flatter is 
found in this direction. but a careful study with binoculars shows the 
notch seen from the preceding station. On the map the observed &- 
mu& misses the intersection of those from the pear stations by nearly 
one-half mile. This is a reasonable discrepamp for compass readings 
from tree tops, and since no other hill has been visible within those 
limits from either of the starting stations. nor anything observed 
which might obstruct the view to such a hill from the tank. the identi- 
ficaion map for the present be considered positive. It cannot be con- 
sidered absolutely certain until the point itself ia visited and the views 
checked. 

The observer now has a completed quadrilateral, provided he decides 
to accept the distorted figure producd by placing the fourth corner 
near the tank. If he finds (L better location forward, or if the nest 
&re demands a different location, the tank will nuke a good central 
point and can be used to replace the doubtful diagonal. 
A study of the horizon in the direction of the ideal location shows a 

uniformly &it area. By using a small theodolite with the telescope 
clamped in vertical motion, a gradually descending grade will be found 
between this location and the other forward station, as was espected 
from the map study. Part.of this apparent decline will be due to 
curvature because of the increasing distance but the possibilities sa 
appear favorable. 

Ibference to the map shows that (I graveled State highway (No. 68) 
crosses a broad ana  between two streams, at ia distance of about 4 miles 
from the tank. Thi point will serve nicely to complete a vmmetricd 
@we, and has the advantage of accessibility and hence should be 
tested for visiblity. The theodolite is set to the approximate azimuth, 



and a vertical angle observed on the tree tops at the new location which 
81% found to be 10 feet lower than the instrument as calculated from m 
egtimated distance and corrected for curvature. The height of instru- 
ment iY found to be 103 feet and therefore if the trees are 80 feet high 
the ground must be about 16 feet higher at  the forward point than 
rrt the tculk. 

When dimbing the ladder of the tank, it was found that the tree- 
t o p  wem reached at 75 feet, or about 30 feet belam the instrument. A 
vertical angle is now read on the starting station &redly to the rear 
and found to be mintls 6 minutes on the treetops. The distance is 6 
miles and the notebook shons the trees at this station to be 84 feet 
high. Calculation shows the apparent elevation of the treetops to be 
53 feet below the instrument which, corrected for the curnature at 6 
d e s ,  gives a true relative elevation of minus 34 feet. The p u n d  is 
therefore 119 feet below the instrument or 14 feet lower than at the 
tank. The curvature correction at the tank is about 14 feet. h line 
of sight from ,pound to ground between the two stations would them 
fore pass 89 feet below the treetops, und 90-foot signals at both ends, 
allowing for the effect of the supefttructiire. would clear the l i e .  

The estimated distance to the forward point, the estimated height 
of trees there, and the visibility of the tank from there must be verified 
before the results are final. Since the line does not pass directly 
through the tank but about I mile to one side: the relative elevation 
of the trees at that point must be consideid A descent of the ladder 
.to the elevation of the treetops shows a distant horizon visible beyond 
the point where the line crosses. As IL distant horizon in this area 
is almost certain to be of minus elevation because of curnature. the 
tops of the trees where the line pusses are no higher than those a t  the 
tank. Additional check can be made with B hand lerel, by altimeter 
and estimated height of trees at the point of crossing, or by rertical 
angles on the t d  if it is visible from the ground at that point. 

One more operation is necessary from the tank: that of inrestigaring 
whether the second diagonal is clear. Fertical a n g k  ard directions 
are taken on t ~ o  or three of the highest clumps of trees near the mid- 
dle of this diagonal, and the leveled telescope is swung dong the 
horizon to see if thereare a i i ~  mells unnoticed bF the eFe. Sone are 
found. A vertical angle on trees ut the first esisting station completes 
the observations. Since the reamarc? stations ai2 delinitelp selected 
it is not necessary to study the horizon in this direction. -I calcula- 
tion of the height of obstruction along the diitwd? based on the 
observed vertical angles and scaled distances, shows n possible obstruc- 
tion of sereral feet, and further investigation of this line is therefore 
required. 
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TESTS AT FORWARD STATIONS 

Tlie possible forward site near the State lugliwap is now visited. 
The speedometer is set to zero before letwing town and the truck is 
driven to the summit of the divide. The mileage makes it possible to 
plot the point mther accurately on the map. If there is doubt as to 
the highest swell. recoime may be had to the hand level, altimeter. or 
theodolite. The ridge proves to be quite fiat, with cotton fields on the 
left of the road for 8 distance of onehalf mile a3 the summit is 
approlrciiecl. The rise in the length of this clearing is abut IO feet. 
The crest of tlie ridge is covered by II dense grmtli-of pole pines. d 
pnctimlly of the same height. making it impossible to see oat except 
across the cleared field. This view show the water tank, and checks 
the cnlculations for the side line. Tlie trees measure i 5  feet in height. 
30 view c:in be had dong the doubtful diagonal nor the cross line. 
Knowledge p ined  from the tank indicates that these are probably 
clear iknd a nin ahead with altimeter shorn (L gradual slope into a 
broad d l e y  which the nest figure will span. 

It appears desirnhle to locate a station here, a t  least tentatively. 
One side of the higiiwap is wooded and on the other side is a tenant 
ho- stnncling in the earner of the cleared field, with a bare ynrcl tn 
front. This tenailt horise itself is not permanent. but a good brick- 
iind well and cistern \rill undoubtedly hold tlie site for a long time 
to come. A location for the station is selected bet.meen the well and 
the road. bnck fririn tlie property h e .  and where an azimuth mark 
near tlle distant end of the field will be visibIe from the grn.\tnd. Dis- 
tances me paced. a description written, nncl tlie owner's name. as well 
s that of the owner of the land across the liigliwy, is secured from 
the tennnt. 

... dingond can he broken. brit a cross line must be clear. The 
line between this and the opposite station. A. is therefore next clmwn 
on the map for study. It is found thitt the h e  cro.sses brit one nlky, 
intersecting the stretun a t  an ucllte itllgle i d  there slmdd there€ore 
be no interrnwliate rirlgp. A pet route m:ul ptrallels the stream. 
at S o m k  clistance from it and wir le i i t i~  on tlie higher groiincl. and 
tl\is m;trl  is follnwcl to the approximate poitit of it.9 iiiterwctinn 
wit11 tlie Iirre t l i - i i w r  on tire nuip. ( )tcusioii:iI v i e w  diow that a 
valley opetic rip hepiid the ro:icl. From tire top of it tree. the ridge 
almafly tcqrtiitiwdy w l t ~ t w l  is rmdily visible. Tlic otww:rtioiis at 
the ta1ri.i Irad h ) w n  it gcrdii:rily Ilwlininp gr:dc alorig this line :riicl 
so them i5 iio ( h i i c e  of its heiric ohstrucwd :it tlie point r)f  ltqrritig 
the riclgt- or p1:ittwit. Hmce. this line may safely bo consiclered clear 
with sigiials at etich erirl itlthotIptl s m e  uclditioiiul diffeiwrces in ele- 
vation are meavurcfi by i-iltinieter il\md recorciec1. 



The diagonal is the uest and last line to be checked. €t passes oyer 
very flat countv which can only be esplored by altimeter. The 
line i3 d r a m  on the map and tl route picked orer the ardable  ma& 
for running the altimeter profile. The methods used for this work itre 
described on page 33. For a distance of three-fourths the length of 
the line, the forward and buckcard altimeter lines indicate that the 
ridge t o p  lie in a uniform and ,mclually descending grade line. 
These ridges are separated by shallow valleys of minor streams. At 
the three-fourths point, a larger valley is encountered. and from a field 
on the slope IL view of the end station cau be obtained. Therefore 
it is unnecessary to carry the altimeter line further except to con- 
nect to the station. This is done by observing rertical 3n&8 and 
scaling the distance.. The result show that the station stands 40 
feet above the projected grade line. The line scales 14.6 miles long. 
At the midpoint, the elevation of the station gins the height of 
line of sight abpe  ground to be 20 feet, and the curvature correction is 
31 feet. The ground to ground line wi l l  therefore pass 11 feet below' 
the surfam and signds must be 11 feet higher than the trees to give 

The pines do not esceed 85 feet, but tall hdamds  have heen noted 
that stand above the pines. The line is nom Fetmced by road as much 
as possible,.and on foot when necessnq. to inyestigate the trees. The 
large trees.are found in the shallow valleys and me in limited groups. 
One p u p  of cottonwoods is found rery near the plotted line, and as 
this line is subject to some error in location, they 'must be cliecked. 
A measurement gives their height as 111 feet. and the altimeter con- 
nection to the nearest recorded elevation of the pmious run indicates 
the wlley to be 20 feet below ,murid grade, thus making the effective 
height of trees 92 feet. The trees are 3.75 miles fmm one end of the 
line, so that curvature effect 1 at their location is 29 feet, and B %?-foot 
obstruction must be cleared. Because of the a f o o t  elevation nt  one 
station, 103-foot signals will  meet this condition and the others nlmady 
found, and so this height is specified for both ends of this diagonal. 

'Illere remains B visit to the litst corner of the figure, which is the 
prominent hill selected as the controlling point from the &st station 
visited. The roads shown on the mnp are followed to its ricinitp. 
The notch observed proves to be u small clearing for an old grnrel 
pit, with passable road leading to it, and with open woods from there 
to the summit. A tme in the edge of the clearing is climbed, and the 
view obtained reijfies dl calculations. A detailed location is made 
and marked by blazes, and the observer moves to the forward end 

a grazing line. 

'See formula on p. 50. 
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of the ridge to study the outlook for the nest @we. Trees on this 
b wave1 ridge are i 5  feet high, and 90-foot signals are specified here 
and at the other end of the diagonal A description of the best road 
to this station and the selection of any supplemental points required, 
complete the reconnaissance of this figure. 

To avoid confusion in this example, it has been assumed that the ob- 
server's judgment was verified in a11 cases. This is not always .true 
of  course^ and the observer should not be discouraged if he is compelled 
to discard carefully hid plum and try again. 

ALTIXETER PROFIUXG 

The altimeter is a high eyade aneroid barometer. graduated in feet, 
and quipped 4 t h  a setting device so that elevations may be read 
directly from the did. Those in use by tlre Const and Geodetic Sur- 
vey are of two types.: the direct rending and the statically balanced, 
or Paulin type. The first is essentially a cylindrical bellowlike drum 
exhausted to% high degree of vacuum with the heads or diaphmgms 
held in position by a strong U-shaped spring. As the atmospheric 
pressure on the ditiplimpis illcreases they pres  harder against the 
resistance of the spring and as it decreases the pressure against the 
.sprint decmses. The resulting morement is communimted.to the 
indicitor needle by a suitable linkage and causes it to move dong 
the kale. 

In the Paulin tTpe. the main part of the instrument is of precisely 
the same constntction but the method of indicating the movement on 
tlie dial is different. Instead of 3 direct l i ihge? there is n pair of 
ausiliur? calibrated coil springs the tension of which is adjusted by 
turning a thumbscrew on the dial. This thumbscrew is turned until 
the distorting effect of the atmospheric pressure is just balanced by 
the tension of the ausi1i:tFp springs, and the static position of the 
cii:ipiir:i.gnis rcstotpd. This point is shown by the centering of a fine 
neccile knawn as the b:;lo!ice indicttor ticeclle. Tlie needle b? which 
the elerntian is rend is attached to tlie thumbscrew. and its movement 
mer  the dial indicntcs lion- niuch the screw is chnnged to restore the 
ba1:rnce. It will Iw ceen tli:;t tire first tFpe is rend with the cliaphmPpns 
ja  diotwtcil pwition. the cli~tortiot~ wying in degree \rititlr the change 
in pressnre. Tn the P:irtlin tpe .  tlre Failiiip is al\i-ays nude with the 
diapiimgtis in the sitme position. For this rmon.  the latter type is 
theoret ic:iQ snrnesrhat mow sensitire i I d  :icbcitmte over the whole 
range of the wale. It is RISO innre delicate and reqiiires *water ccm in 
use. not11 t F p s  are quite espensi-:e, arid should be given the core 
of delicate instruments. 



"ha altimeters are so sensitive thct they dl reaililp indicate the 
difference in elevation between 8 table and the floor, but elevations 
indicated by them m subject to a l l  the emra of fluctuating atmos- 
pheric pressure. Air pressure is of course dependent upon other firc- 
tors than elemtion, principally temperature, humidity, and atmospheric 
disturbances caused by winds and storms. Elaborate tables of corn- 
tions am available but, since atmospheric conditions are subject to 
continuom and irregular variation, these tables are not of great help 
unless another instrument is maintained at a fixed station as a standard. 
This is not practical on a reconnrrivance pal-, and so the accuracy 
is d e p d e n t  upon running lines forward and back, or in loops, check- 
ing on datum points eth (L minimum of elapsed time. The error in 
closure is then distributed in proportion to the time elapsedz nnd the 
elevation taken as the mean of.the corrected readings. This method 
has been found to give fairly satisfactory results. 

In testing a line by altimeter, the line is first dram on the best map 
at hand, and (L mute selected over the available roads which most nearly 
follows the line. The instrnment is first read at the starting station 
md recorded *th the time and speedometer reading. It is not neces- 
sary to set the altimeter to read true elevation of the p i n t  even if this 
is known: although it &odd be so set thrrt subsequent negatiye read- 
ings are avoided, as they are apt to cause confusion. Either the 
altimeter is read from approximately the stme height above ground 
at all stations or a correction is applied for this height which is uudlp 
that of the observer seated in the truck. or of his chest when he is 
standing on the ground. The truck must be stopped but, with (L 

smooth running motor, it is not necessary to get out of the truck. 
Beadings should be taken on dl summits or swells, unless it is dehitelp 
established bp seeing over a section of the line that no point in the 
section is of critical height. ' 

If the area is devoid of noticeable ridges. readings should be taken 
at inte~rvals of about 1 mile, and a t  every place where the road crosses 
the line. If the truck cannot be driven directly to the line at D point 
where a reading is desired, the elevation may be read at  the rand? and 
the difference in elevation from this point to the true line estimated 
with a hand l e d .  In  some cases it mill be necessary to carry the alti- 
meter by haid to the required points. If the observer is accompanied 
by a truck driver, he map walk along the line from road to road? meet- 
ing the truck at intern&. I f  alone. he must run his lines as spurs, 
retracing his steps to the truck. In  either case. the altimeter is read 
both when leaving the truck and when returning to it. On the return 
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trip with the truck. only tliese points need be read! arid the elevationv 
run 011 foot are adjusted to them 
For all altinieter readings the time is noted. and at  truck stations 

the speedometer rending is also recorcled. The best results will be 
obtained b? proceeding quickly from one station to another and by 
returning over the line as prompt1.v as possible. This is becstise, in 
the simplified computations for this work. the altimeter readings are 
considered to vary as a linear function of time. This is only approsi- 
matelp true. and the error is minimized by reducing the time internal. 
The cm-e of the corrections to reticlings rises ntpidlp in the early 
morning and falls rapidly in the late evening. and so tliese hours should 
be avoided. The best results are obtained on foggy or rainy daps 
when tlie temperature and pmwuiv are nenrly nnifonn for long periods. 
Much altimeter profiling can thus be done on days when other cbservn- 
tiom am impossible. 

The altimeter should be carried tlrroiigh continiiously from one end 
of the line to the ot.lier. and then back to the starting point. On the 
return trip. readings a t  many points. sham by the first run not to 
be critical, are dropped. CloseIy agreeing results shonld be secured 
at d critical points and in case of discordant readin&! a third run 
should be made or a round trip to-the nearest point established with 

On completion of the r6turn trip to the starting point, the results 
are adjusted according to the time elapsed between the readings. The 
elevations of all truck stations are adjusted first. and then the spur 
lines are adjusted to them. For esample, on the forward nin, the 
starting point A reads 100 feet and the time is recorded as 10 a. m. 
Point B is read as 110 feet at 10315 a. m. and so on to the end of 
the line. The return run is begun immediatelp, and this time point 
B reads 138 feet at 11 : 50 a. m. and point -1.132 feet at l!2 a m. The 
closing error on A is 32 feet, and the total elapsed time 1 hours. The 
adjustment applies a correction of 322 or 16 feet per hour of time 
from the initial reading, which is used aa the datum, The correctinns 
to the readings at B are -4 feet for the forward rim. and -29.3 
feet for the return trip, and the corrected readings nre 106 feet and 
108.7 feet. respectiTely. As their mean is 105.3 feet. the adjusted differ- 
ence in elevation from A to B is i.3 feet. 

b n  a considerable delap occurs nt ang point on either run, such 
89 map be incurred by 8 spur line? an inspection trip. or n stalled 
truck. the altimeter is read both at time of arriral at tlie point and 
departure from it. The difference in the t.wa readings. and the time 
elapsed between them are then deducted from the closing error and 
the total elapsed time, respectively, before the adjustment is made. 

certrrintp. 
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In the prome shown in the table, the observer started with an initinl 
reidmg at A and proceeded by indirect road to a crossing of the line 
at B, thence on to another crossing at C; thence to mother at DT where 
it waa o b s e d  that the road was in i 6-foot cut and a note is made 
that the elevation of the bank ia +6 feet above the point where the 
dtimeter was read. The truck was then driven to E, where it was 
seen that the line crossed a swell about one-hnlf mile from the road. 
After taking a reading here the observer walked to X, where the 
dtimeter was read at once. He then spent 10 minutes studying the 
area, -read the dtimeter at X. and returned to the truck at E, again 

, tnking a reading there. The truck was driven past F to G. where 
it was necessary to walk again to the line as from E. After reading 
at Y, which is on the line, the observer saw another ridge onefourth 
down the line and walked to it at 2. The altimeter was read only 
once at 2. The return was made by way of Y, where i backward 
rending was takeni to the truck at G. At H was found an important 
road junction where it wm desired to set an altimeter "bench mark," 
tind the regular readinga were taken. The line was again crossed at 
I, where 14 minutes were spent measuring the height of trees, nnd an 
additional rending was taken on leaving. 



The end of the line wag reached at J. Ten minutes were spent 
studying maps before starting the return trip. Since the points X,  
Y, and 2 am tied into E and G by double rum, it-wrrs not necessary 
to revisit them, and the truck was driven continuously to A, with the 
altimeter read at all truck stations est.ablished on the forward rux~  

The total elapsed time wm 236 minutes and the altimeter read 59 
feet higher on point A than at the beginning. The adjustment is made 
as follom: 

Total time3236 minutes Total closing error- +S9 feet 
Time out at Em35 
Time out at G 4 0  
Time out at 1-14 
Tinie out at J=lO 

Totd-89 
- 

Change at E=+8 
Change at G=+? 
Change at I=+8 
Change at J=+2 

Total= +20 
- 

Net time spent on main toop=147 minutes 
Net change during running of main loop= 4-89 feet. 
Change per minute=39/147=0263 feet. 
Qrrection to reading ta be applied per minutwof elapsed time 
m-0963feet. . 

This correction is applied to all fornard runnings to point E, 
at which it amounts to -10.6 feet. To this is added the change in 
the altimeter during the internal in which the spur line was run, 
giving a correction of -18.6 feet to the reading made on leaving 
point E. This then becomes the new origin to which the regular 
corrections are applied up to G. The chanp is similarly added here, 
and the oalae af the correction becomes -31.2. The same is done at 
I nnd J. The return trip, with a correction of -41.5 feet to the 
rending at J, is continuous, nnd the regular corrections of 0.265 feet 
per minute are applied to the successive readings The h a 1  cor- 
rection at A should, of course, equal the closing e m r  of 59 feet escept 
for a ~ m d l  talernnce for dropped decimrtls. Tlie means of the for- 
ward and brrckwnrd corrected reitdings are then taken RS the elevations 
at the various points. 
The next stel) is to adjust the two spur lines which are handled ia 

the same manner 85 the miin rum. At station E the elapsed time is 
35 minutes, of which 10 is time out between readings nt S1 leaving 
a net interval of 25 minutes. The closing error is 8 feet less the 2 
feet change while the altimeter was not in use at X or 6 feet. The 
corntion is therefore 6/13, or -0.24 foot per niinnte nnd thia gives 
0 correction of -3.6 feet to the first rending at X. Becsuse of the 



change of 2 feet, the second reading receires a correction of -5.6. 
The return trip takes 10 minutes. and this gives a correction of -2.4 
which added to -3.6 chech the total change of 8 feet in the two 
readings nt E. 

At station G, a similar adjustment is macle escept that t1iere.h no 
elapsed time nor altimeter change at 2 to clecluct. The time is 30 
minutes and the closing eimr is i feet. The corrections are therefore 
7/30 time3 the number of minutes elapsed since the first reading at G. 

It mill be noted that these corrections are applied to the initial reacl- 
inga of the spur lines? that. is, to tlie first reading! at E and G. In the 
C ~ W  of pint 5, its mean corrected altimeter reading is 854 feet which 
is 14 feet higher than the initial reading at E. The corrected elerntion 
at E is given by the muin ndjustmeiit to be 530. Hence, the elevation 
at X is 880+14? or &U feet. This can also be computed bp adding 
algebmicallp the correction from point A to the spur's initial reading 
at Eand the correction from E to X. Tl ie sum subtmcted from the 
reading at X gives the corrected reading at X refemd to A In the 
ibove example, this would be - 10.6 + ( - 3.6) or - 14.2, which is added 
algebraically to the reading at & 838, giving the eleration of $44 as 
CrbOVe. 

The metlid of using the net time and net change in the altimeter: 
during the time it iS in use on the main circuit is a rehement to i d i c e  
somewhat t h  error htroduced by assuming that the at.mospheric pivs- 
sure varies as a linenr function. I f  a l l  the corrections were applied 
according to the time elapsed since the initial rending t5e results iu 
the example given above would not differ appreciably from those 
shown. The correction would be -0950 foot per minute and would 
m o u n t  to -10.0 feet on the first reading at E h t e n d  of - 10.6. Two 
merent  elevatioiis would be obtained at such points as E and G cor- 
responding to the two forward reaCmgs taken at different times. 
Directions for reading the different altimeters are furnkhed by their 

makers. It is pod practice to bring the indicator needle of the Pnulin 
altimetem to center and after rending to throw it off center and repeat 
the reading. Frequently, this repetition will seme to detect aiiomtlo~s 
readings. 

The h u l  e1evations.a~ given by the altimeter are subject to errom 
larger than may be indicated by the computations. I n  other worck? 
the d b e t e r  profile is not strictly i.elid.de and? ii possible, it should be 
given a factor of safety. It. is the esperience of recoiuiaksance en- 
gineers of the Coast and Geodetic Sumey, howerer, that lilies deter- 
mined to be clear by careful altimeter oboemations are TeF selclom 
found to be obstructed. fii m a q  cases? it affords the only fedsible 
means of inrestignting tlie line. 

I f  the eleratioils of both elids of the liiie arc knonii from other 
sources, the altimeter profile map be based 011 a single ruuiiing, pro- 
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vided the results clreck msonablv well. The error of closure is d- 
justed in the same manner aa d&ribed above. Similarly, if the ob- 
=mer d b ; s  along .a section of the line between two elevntions deter- 
mined by the truck profile, only s single running need be made unless 
the discrepancy is too large. 

SPKCUL USES OF ALTXMEmn 

An alert obsemer can find many short cuts 'in altimeter profiling. 
Connections to available bench marks mill often save time as well aa 
increase the accui:\cy. Coast and Geodetic Survey bench marks are 
available in almost any Iacalitp, along highmys or milnids. In  some 
areas bench marks hare been established bF tlie Geologkal Siimty in 
advance of their topographic surveying. Elevntioiia of the tnck in 
fmiit of milroad statiom can usudly be obtained from nilroad com- 
paniei. By running short loops from convenient bench marks to crit- 
ical points on the line, very accrrrnte results are quickly obtained. A 
single running, if connected to bench murks, mill often give reliable 
milts with Q minimum of labor. 

Other swings may be mide by using tlie mte r  letd of a lake as a 
datum and nrnniiig short spurs from the shore to points in qiiestian. 
A special adnptation af this was made dong the lower J;Iississippi 
Riyer bv using buchaters from ii flood as datum. In this particular 
case, it k u l d  have been impossible to carrp the line thinugh directly 
on accannt of the flooded condition of the ralleya. The ridps were 
folJawecl to the points where they were crossed 1 ) ~  the line Iwinp tnted, 
and an altimeter W~IY their meed to connect this point with the e d p  of 
the hackwater. This method gave the relative elevations of al l  ridges 
crnar;ecl. llie river itself, or any large strmn of low-fall. c:m be tsed 
in tlie anme munner. Tlre altimeter investigation often redws itself 
into di~tc?rniiriinp tlie eleoatioiis af one or two interniecliate rid,-, 
irin~rirl of it roiitiiiiinus profile. If relinhle eleratioirs from airy wiirce 
can he frtiirid in their vicinity. or a water l e d  datiini csiats. tlie itIti- 
meter wnrk is grently simplified niicl the :1cctiricT inq)rnwl. 

It is n f t w  rlifficwlt in L\ wnntlvtl arpil to deterniinc rlie iriglwst eleon- 
tian in tile vicinity or the Iiigiiw k i i d  dotig it ridge. Rmliiigs wit11 
tlie altiiiicter will qiiic*I;ly indic;ire the a i ip r in r  e k i r i m .  If  n t n p  
is nnt il\-:liIiilIIe. the height o f  D tree nlirg IW fot l i id  hy cnrryiiig tile 
dtinietcr to the top. 

' VERTICAL-ASCLE I'ROFILISG 

Determinations nf e1eviitic)ii aloiig lincs of triniigilntim can some- 
times iw ni:iclt? hp the IISP t r f  ;I transit. wit11 vertical circ-le. Tlie 
method is sulwrifw in accuracy to the altimeter iiiethoci. but it is appli- 
caLle oniy to ratlier open country and to wooded rrgiclns in wliich 
adrantage may be taken of tanks, towers? etc. It is especially suited 



to rolling prrririe and plains areas where only one or two intermediate 
iidgea are critical. 

The instrument commonly used is a 4inch theodolite with full 
vertical circle read by opposite verniers and carrying a sensitive bub- 
ble on the vernier frame. Ln a region well supplied with roads, some 
observem prefer a ?-inch theodolite because it is more accurate. Its 
disadvantage is its weight. A special instrument could be designed 
which would combine the advantages of both the &inch mcl 7-inch 
instrumellt3. 
The method consists simply of determining elevations from vertical 

anglei corrected for curvature. The combined effect of curvature 
and refraction in feet is appmhrrtely 0.574 times the square of the 
distance in miles and is always of the s i g n  to make the distant object 
appear lower than it actually is. A full discussion of curvature 
corrections will be f b d  on page 35. 

A simple illustration of this method is the determination of the 
height of signals required when it is found that the termini of a 
prospective line in quite open country are not visible over one inter- 
vening ridge. The line is plotted on the work sheet, and the t h d -  
olite set up about on line on the intermediate ridge. The two ends 
of the line me Visible from the ridge and are identihi by naturd 
objezts neirr them: which have previously been noted. Vertical angles 
are measured to both ends with telescope direct and reversed. The 
vertical angles should preferably be taken to the ground at the ends 
but if the ground is not visible the instrument may be pointed on 
the top of some object such 09 a tree, barn, or silo, the height of 
which. is known or con be closely estimated. This height is intro- 
duced as a c o d o n  into the calculations for signal height. Where 
the occupied ridge is smooth? it is not required that the theodolite be 
esactly on line, and it is often necessary to set the instrument off 
the line to secure visibility. Any difference in elevation of the instru- 
ment and that of the point over which the line passes map then be 
applied as a correction. The vertical angles are customarily mensured 
to minutes and their means carried to 80 seconds. The angles are 
measured as elevation or'depression angles, above or below the hori- 
zontal. (See Q. 6.). 

.- 
& 8 C 

Frocnr 6.-itelncive elevation8 by reciprocal vertical anglen. 



Suppose that 6 t h  instrument at B, the observed vertical angle, (2, 

of the ground at p i n t  d is -3 minutes. and angle c of the ,pund at 
C is -4 minutes It is required to find the height of signals at A and 
C to clear the bare ridge at B. 

The solution map be made in two ways. For the first solution (see 
6g. 6) extend the line from d through the instrument to a point 
above C. The angle y between this line and the line from the instru- 
ment to C will be a plus e or 7 minutes. The scaled distance from 
B to C is 6 miles. Hence the value A, or height above C, at which the 
projected line will pass is 64.5 feet, which is the signal height at C 
necessary to see the ,mud at .-1 through the axis of the instrument at  
B. The height of obstruction at B. h'. is in the same proportion to A 

the length AB is to AC (in this c u e  3/11) and is therefore 29.3 
. feet. Hence, signals of 29 feet would give a line of sight through the 

jnstnunent height at B, which is about 5 feet above ground. It is 
always desirable to clear the ground by at least 10 or 15 feet, hence 
the signals rpquired at d and C will be of the minimum standard height 
of 37 feet. 
The value of h may be computed by a simple approximate formula 

as follows : Since vertical angles in any country requiring such compu- 
tations will be very small. their sines map be considered proportional 
to the angld. The sine of one minute of arc is O.ooOa91, and the chord 
subtended at a distance of 1 mile is L536 feet. A therefore becomes 7 
(minutes) X 6 (miles) XL(136, or U.5 feet. The value of the chord 
subtended by an angle o t  1 minute at a distance of 1 mile is commonly 
taken as 1.6 feet, and the calculations are made mentally. It will be 
noted that no curvature correction is made. This is bemuse the in- 
stniment is between the two points A and C and the effect of curvature 
is therefore included in the values of the angles a and c. 
The second solution gives A'. the obstructing height at B, directly. 

In figure 6, the sum of the angles a' and c' is equal to the sum of a 
end c. By the approximation described in the preceding paragraph, 
they may be considered proportional to the lengths opposite them. 
Hence 

6' : BC::c' : AB 
or sa' + 6 ~ '  =O 
nnd a' + e' =i minutes 

Solving these eqrintions gives a' = 3'.dP uiid 
x 5 x 1333 = 2'3.3 feet. the sitme :is deriwd 

c' = 3'.18. h' = 8.82 
by the first method. 

Similarly. h' (*;in he checked by computing it f m i i  11ie value of c' and 
the l w i g h  BC. or t i  miles. 

WONR ECIPROCAL VERTIC ALLVC LE 08s E H V AT10 NS 

This method 11i;ip be wed when the irrterwning obstriicaion is 
timbered, inaccessible, or for rnot her ren.wn not coirvenientiy occupied 



It may idso be used in a p r e h i n a q  Sudy of an area. It gives results 
slightly less accurate than those of the method described above? as it 
requires corrections for curvature. It requires also that the same 
abject be observed from both ends unless allowance is made for &least 
favorable condition” as discussed later. 

. m u d  I 

FXQ- 7.-Behtl~0 elcwatlo- by m m c i p W  VeerCld mgl~% 

Suppose that with instrument at A (see fig. 7) the observed vertical 
angle, a, on obstruction, B, is +B minutes and at 0, the vertical 
angle, c, is +3 minutes. It is required to h d  the heights of signals 
at A and C to clear the obstruction at B. 

The appmmt value of A, as seen from B (see p. 40) uncorrected 
for curvature, is +4XSX1.536, or +30.i feet, which added to the 
height of instrument, taken as 3 feet, @yes +35.7 feet. Similnrly, 4 
ag observed from 0, is +8X6XL!536? or +2f.6 feet, which added’to 
the height of instrument equnla +32.6 feet. The two results do not 
agree because A and C am not of the same elevation and are not the 
game distance from the obstruction. It is nest necessary to find their 
relative elevations and for this the c m t u r e  corrections must ba 
computed. From A the effect of curvature on B is approximately 
(see p. 56) FX0.574, or 14.4 feet. The curvature effect is always P 
positive correction, that is, must be added, to the appaTe7t.t elevation 
of a distant object in order to obtain the true elevation. 
The elevation of B above 3 is therefore 35.7 plus 14.4 or 30.1 feet. 

If we assume the eleTation of d to be 100 feet (to avoid minus qumti- 
ties), the corresponding elevation of B is 150.1 feet. In a similar man- 
ner, the m a t u r e  correction for B obsemd from C equ& 6’ x 0.374 
or 20.7 feet, and the elemtion of B above C equals 33.3 feet. The ele- 
vation of C on the lrsstimeil datum is therefore 96.8 feet. The relative 
elevations of dt B? and C are aII that are necessary to compute the 
amount of obstruction at B. 

b u 

arrD- 
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In  figure 8. the line BC is the theoretical line of sight from A to C; 
h’ is the elerntion of B abore this line. or Lamount of obstruction: 
and d9’ is a horizontal grade line. The height. of AA’ over AC 
snd B is in the same proportion to d’C as dB is to 1C. T e  hare 
already found that A’C, the amount that C is lower than A. is 3.2 feet 

Rcroa B.-Determlnnclan of ohstmetlug he1Pt. 



and this multiplied bs the ratio of distances 5/21 give3 1.6 feet 
as the divergence of the two lines at B. The curvature cormtion 
at B as decting the two points d and C is 5X6X0.574: or 1i.2 
feet. The elevation of the line AC at B is therefore 100 (elevation 
of A)  - (1.5+17.2), or 81.3 feet. The elevation of the obstruction 
at B is 150.1 feet, and A' is therefore 150.1-81.3, or 68.8 feet. After 
making proper allowance for clearance, it is thus seen that n-foot 
signals should be specified for d and C. 

The following simplified method for computing the heights of the 
signals at d and C to clear the obstruction at B (.see fig. 7) has been 

For two stations at the same elevation, the vertical angle due to 
curvature of one as seen from the other (see pp. 40 and 36) is 

. devised by L. G. Simmons, Associate Geodetic Engineer. 

where t is thi vertical angle in minutes and d is the distance between 
the stations in miles. t is the angle between the tangent at the one 
station and the chord between it and the other station. By simple 
geometry, the angle between the verticals at the two stations is twice 
this or et, which equals 0.748d. 

Since the distance from A to 8 is 5 miles. the angle between the 
two verticals is 0.748 times S or 3'X.  The line AB makm an angle 
of 4' with the horizontal ut A. Therefore this line will make an 
angle of -4' -3'.ib=-7'.74 with the horizontal at B. In a si& 
lar manner it can be shown bt the vertical mgle at B on C is 
-3' -P'.Q9= -7'49. 

In the triangle dBC, the sum of the angles at A and C is equal 
to 7'.74+7'.49=15'.23. The angles themselves are inversely pro- 
portional to the distances between each of these stations and B, 
since the angles are small. Therefore at A the angle is 

6 

' 

15'93 X iimW.31 

and at B it is 
15'23 X ~ z W . 9 2 .  S 

If signals of equal height are used at A snd C, the height of si@ 
required for a w i n g  line is 

6.92X6X1.536==63.8 
63.8+5 (for height of instnunent)=68.8 

8.31 X 5 X 1.336 = 63.8 
63.8 + 5 = 68.8 

aa computed from C, or 

m cornputad from 4. 



Should the relative elevations of A nnd C be known from any other 
mure? sucli t19 maps or connections to bench marks, the rerticsl 
angle obsemations at either d or C may be omitted and the eleTation 
of B computed from the single nonreciprocal observations. 

COMPOuiyD PROFILIXG 

The term %ompound profiling3 is applied to profiling Then a 
&ea of ridge3 obstruct the line between the two eEds, and it is 
impossible to see from my one.of them to both termini of the line. 

The procedure followed is to start at one end and determine the 
relative elevation of each ridge in s~ccesion until the farther end 
of the line is reached. This may be accompliihed by either of the 
methods outlined above, or by a combination of them. 

For nxnmple, it is desired to test the line from A to E, which is 
obstructed by r i d p  B, C, and D (see 84.9). B and C are accessible, 

BIOOBB O.-Erample of compound pro- 

but D is a wooded d t  from which thd iastrum ent cannot be 

With instrume at at B, observe vertical angles Q and c. Elevation 
of B in feet is then obtained by the formula : (Elevation of 3) + 
[a (in minutes) X AB (in miles) X 1.5361 - [AB? (in miles) X OX41 - (height of instrument). The elevation of C in feet is (eleyation 
of B )  + [c (in minutes) x BC (in miles) x L%] - [BC? (in miles) 
X0.674 feet] - (height of instrument). The signa of vertical angles 
a and c are plus alien the object sighted is above the horizontd and 
minus when below. If refined values are not needed, the allowance 
for instrument height at B map be omitted. 

In a similar manner, the instrument map be set up at C, and the 
elevation of treetops at D may be obtained. It is not necessary 
to observe the reciprocal vertical angle to B, but it should be done 
as a check. The profile is completed bp observations on D from E, 
and the elevations of all obstructions obtained on bhe same datum. 
An inspection of these will usually show which is the critical one. 
The obstructing height is then computed. If there is doubt 8s to 
which ridge presents the greatest obstruction, several map have to 
be computed It should be noted that the comparison cannot be 
made until itfter the effect of curvaturn is introduced. h ridge 
of lower elerntion near the middle of the line may need such a large 
currature correctioii us to require higher s i p a h  for clearance &an 
a ridge of greater elevation new one end. 

operated. 
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There will, of C O I I ~ ,  be any number of conditions encountered 
in compound profiling, and my suitable menna of obtaining the 
elevation of successive obstructions m y  be used. Altimeter methods 
may Yometimev be combined with vertical-angle methods as, for 
example, when the obstructing elevation is a broad, let-el, wooded 
aream 

8 ,  . ,p ,  ,,fl-.*.. .I #..*,.-I 

8 rn 
b 

n a m r  10.48atructlag helgbt drwrprllrcd by vertical ansles and altlmter. 

Figum 10 i l l u h t e s  such-a condition. From A. near the edge of 
a wooded tableland, BB' is visible. The other e@ of the tableland 
can be seen from C, but B and B' am not intervhible. By vertical angle 
observed at A, the elevation of the tree top at B relative to A is ob- 
tained. Similarly, the elevation of the tree tops tat B' is determined 
with respect to C. B and B' are then connected by altimeter, cor- 
lpectioIIs are applied for height of trees tat B and B'. and the elevations 
of A, B, B', and C are reduced to the same datum plane. The height 
of the required signals may then be computed as in the foregoing es- 
amples. Any critical elevation between B and 23' may be detected 
with the altimeter. 

Another method is to set up the insthrment at B and B' and observe 
vertical angle on A aad 0, respectively. This concentrates all the 
instrumental work on the obstruction and is mom economical e s p  
cially when BB' is of small extent or travel difficult. . 

INDIRECT PROFUYG 

In all the foregoing examples, it is mimed that the instrument can 
be mounted directly on the line, or very close to it. This is not alwaps 
tbe case. When direct observations along the course of the line are 
precluded, recourse may be had to indirect profiling. This is done 
by determining the relative elerations of points along the line by ob- 
serving on them h r n  one or more points of vantage, such tu a fire 
tower, tank, or bare summit. 
The instrument is set up at the vantage point to m e  side of the lint? 

and the points where the line pc~sses over obstructions are located by 
estimation or  a combination of azimuths and estimated distances. Yer. 
tical angles are then observed on these approxiniats crossings und their 
elevations computed. In figure 11 it will be seen that considerable 
error in choosing the critical points will not greatl: affect. the uccur~y.  
and the error will be an the safe side. 

Suppose that it is required to determine the height. of sipn:ih needd 
at A nnd D to clear obstructioiis at B and C under contiitinns render- 
ing observations directly along tlre line impractical (See fig. 11.) 



maom ll.--lndlreet proem. 

The instrument is mounted on a lookout tower at I, d i c h  is plotted 
on the work sheet. Vertical angles am observed on the ridges B and 
C as weU as on the end stations A and D. 'fie azimuths to dl these 
points are crlso o b s e d  The intemctions of these lines with the 
line dD give the distmtm from the instrument to tlie obstructions, 
from which the elevations can be computed. Howeyer? the h ie  AD 
crosses between the obsemr and tlie highest apparent elevation at B', 
and since the definite location of the crossing cannot be identified 
from I ,  the vertical angle is taken on B'. This. of course. gives pn 
emnews elevation for B. and the actual obstruction at 8 must be 
aomeJwhat less than the computed value if the line of sight from I to B' 
is nearly level. In case the point I wi l l  not see all the obstructions. 
some other instrument position must 'be found from which the ob- 
semtiona CM be completed. & in the preceding examples. the de- 
vations of dl possible obstructions, referred to tlie same datum. are 
required. Parts of the line may be imestigated by direct renical- 
angle methods or by altimeter. After the eleratiom are obtained the 
signal heights are computed as previouslp esplained. Work of this 
type wi l l  usually occur in w d e d  and brush? cotintry, and the verti- 
d angles wil l  be on the tree tops. The eleratiom must be corrected 
to ground level before computing signal heights. Tlie obstructions 
axe, of course, the tree-top elevations. 

c bI 

Frculre 12.4hecklng chrnncs of line from W e  point. m e  1. 

In @me l2, the error from pointing on B' instead of B is shorn 
graphically. h is the true elevation of the obstruction crossed and h' 
is the computed elevation. 
Figure 13 shows the case in which the highest apparent point B' is 

between the instrument and the line crossing at 23. It nil1 be ,wn 
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8 4, 
FIQCRP 1 3 . 4 e c k i n o  clearance of line from st& point. w e  2. 

that whether I is higher or lower tlun t.ke obstruction tlie computed 
ralues of h’ uid h”! respect.it-ely, are still higher tlrm A. It should 
be noted, Iimerer? that if the distance betn-een B and B‘ is ,-at, the 
escess elerlrtioii.of h’ ail1 i-uit iii the specification of signals entiidy 
too high. Sonit. iclm ofathe true pivport.ion may be gained by tree- 
top views from ;1 aiitl D (see fig. 11), and the alert obseerrer can readilz 
eliminate any p s a  errors 

-LE OF INDIRECT PROPILING 

A specific esample of the solution of it field pidlem bp methods 
similar t o  the above map be of value. In  tlie recon~iaissance of a diffi- 
cult, liendy wooded area in Sortiieni MicIiipii. points d and C (see 
fig. 14) were found to be the only retwonaibl? accessible lwat.ions for 
stations that would carry tlie scheme forward tliroirgl’lr an acceptable 
@re. The obstruction at B fig11.e 14 IVUS risible fiwin a lookout 

Ploaae !l.--EmmpIc of Indireet prodllnrr. 

toner at A and, through a nmow opening between trees! fiwm the 
F u n d  o short distance from C. Becam of initcctlz.tlcies in the map 
used as a work sheet, C was plotted erroneously at C’. arid the line 
investigated was actuull? BC’. The ltrteml position of ridge B was 
located by niigle fmm Trout Civek Lookout, and was therefore accu- 
rate. t’ertical angles from A, Trout Creek Lookout aiicl the point 
near C gave an elevation of B’ too high to be cleared by the highest 
signals available. However? it was noted that the obstructing ridge 
sloped down sharply to the north, and the distant horizon was risible 
in the vicinity of Z from treetops near C. The udiitbil ity of the 



map was crlso known, so h o p  of clearing the line was not definitely 
abandoned. A careful sketch was made of the obstructing ridp and 
all azimuths to controlling paints were taken. 

Nest, two alternate possibilities were studied, but these presented 
greater problems as well RS considerable difiicule of access. The only 
recourse, in case dC would not clear, was to a much weaker figure. 
Hence, B further study of the line 30 w u  made. A buned-over hill 
was found at I tlut would see A, B, Trout Creek Lookout, the trees 
near C, q d  in addition a point to the south tlmt mu accurately plotted. 
The position of the instrument was determined by a ,strong thee-point 
t5x from A, Trout Creek Lookout and this point to the south. The 
azimuth of C9 which W ~ S  still thought to be at C' wns scaled and laid 
off on the circle, and the trees thought to be near C, but not identified 
with certainty, Tern found to the left of the line, thus strengthening the 
belief that C was misplotted. The plotting of C was corrected to the 
observed azimuth and the line AC dram. Xest the azimuth of the 
crossing of this line over the obstruction at B was scaled and laid off. 
It was fouud to miss the highest part of the ridge and vertical angles 
gam an elevation which could be clenrecl by signals. 

The nest step was to verify this fact. A careful sketch wag made 
of prominent trees near B, and also additional ones on line between 
B and 1. The ridge B was found to be l k t e d  in a cut-over wilder- 
ness. but was reached on foot in the late afternoon. By taking 
fquent compass bearing on A and Trout Creek Lookout, the trees 
at B were found, and the most likely one climbed. The identifica- 
tion was verified by observing that the check trees mere in line to I .  
8 mas also approached from the direction of C, and, from nenr that 
station, an identifying tree approshately on line CB was selected 
and sketched. From the tree at B? repeated compass bearings on A 
md this tree, indicated the .obsemer was about 35 yards north of 
the true line At?. .A hand level showed nothing within 100 yards 
to the south to Le any higher than the observer's position, and this 
verified what had been determined by vertical angh from I. n e  
formerly computed obstruction, B', could now be seen to be at an 
elevation 60 or 80 feet higher. It was now reasonably verified that the 
lirre dC would clear with signals of reasonable height as might have 
been guessed from 1. 

METEOD OF "LEAST FAVORABLE" CONDITION 

Under certain conditions odinnrily requiring compound promng, 
the following short cut map be used provided the relative elevations 
of the two ends of the line and the distance between them is h o r n .  
This method has been designated by some engineers as the 'least fa- 
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vorable condition" since it gives the maximum possible obstruction 
to be considered from vertical angles ohserved on the risible horizon 
from the two end stations. This is it v e q  rapid -method in fairly 
open country for determining the lieiglits of s i p &  that mill be 
certain to clear the line. 

The observations consist only of taking the rertical angles at 
the end stations on the highest objects that mi& obstruct the line. 
With instrument set up at one stotioii the azimuth to the other is 
laid off by compass or other means. uird the rerticrrl angle read on 
the highest object on the horizon nenr this line, ollowing of course for 
small errors in the azimuth. This process is repeated at the other 
end of the line. The point where tliese two lines of sight, tangent 
to the horizons, meet will repIPrsent the ,peatest possible obstniction 
in the line. and if signals sufjicient to clear tliis point are erected. 
they cannot fail to see en& other. Ho\t-ewr, if the objects to which 
the rertiml pointinp are macle from the two stations are at con- 
siderable distance from each other. the cornptit.ec1 sipial heights may 
be greater than the practical limits. The nearer the two objects are 
together?. the more nearly mill the computed sipid heights represent 
those nctually required to just clear the line. It mnF happen that 
the taro verticals are taken an the same interrening ridge. hedge, or 
woods. "lie obsewer's judgment as to distance and other factors 
will of course help him to erlrluute the results. It also happens very 
often that the signal heights comprttd in this manner me no higher 
than those known to be necessary for other lines. and further investi- 
pition of tlie line in question is therefore eliminated. This method 
is prticulnriy suited to two observers working on opposite sides of 
the scheme. 

EXADIPLB OF -twr FAVORABLB" cominoN 

The necessq computations are as follows (see fig. E) : The line 
AB represents the ,-de line or what Todd he the line a€ sight between 
A and B, in case no obstruction eristecl. A is the distance above dB 

0 

- 
Bmcm l.I.-Determtnatlon of ohtrnctino hrtrht h r  mrrhad nf "last  hroroble" condition. 

of tlie intersections of tlre two lines representing the obserred \-erticol 
;mgles. I, and t ,  are the vertical angles between this line and the 
horizontol pluies at 9 and B, respectively. Since they are due to the 



combined effect of difference in elevation of d and 23, and to curvature, 
they may be computed by the following formula : 

in which I? is elevation of distant station minus elevation of occupied , 

station in feet, d is distance between stations in-miles? 0.574 is the co- ' 
efficient of curvature, and 1.536 is the chord in feet subtended bq: one 
minute at P distmce of one mile. Tlie angle3 are plus if above the 
horizontal.rrnd minus if below. 

Inthetrirrngle AOB, aB=a--tl 

By approximation (small angles) 
d, b'= b-ti 

a':OB :: 6':AO 
=d, AO+OB==d 
By substituting the numerical d u e s  of H? d, a, and 6, and solfig the 
equations, the value of a', b', A0 and OB are readily found. A may 
then be computed from the formula ' 

b1.536 a'XA0, or 1.536 b'XOB 
The height of Sipah at both A and B to clear the msimum possible 

obstruction, 0, is therefore A feet plus height of instnun eut. In c i s  
signals of different heights are desired. they may be adjusted in pro- 
portion to 90 and OB as outlined elsewhere. 
The solution of this problem may appear rather Walt for field 

use, but it is easily done if a slide rule is used. 'For esample, in figure 
13, if a- +5 minutes, b= +8 minutes, and +lo miles, 

+100-57.4= +, -- 
-.i I minutes . 15.36 t*= 

ut=(u-tl)=(3+10.25)=15.25 minutes 
b,= ( b o t 2 ) =  (8--2.75)=5.23 minutes 

(dxdO) - ( V x  OB)=0  
d O + O B = d  

Substituting, 15.2.5 80-5.23 OB=O 
AO+OB= 10 miles 

Solving, .40=2.55 miles 
OB=7.45 miles 

b ( 1 . 5 3 6  a') AO=59.i feet 
Check, h=(l.536 b') OB=59.8 feet 
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All of the above multiplication and division may be done with a- 
cient accuracy on the slide rule. 

D m  - ATION OF DISTANCE 

In the foregoing illustrations, it was assumed that the required 
distanm are known. These may be found by. a variety of metliods 

SCALING WOY P B  POSITIONS ON Sups 

This is the simplest method for points actually visited and plotted 
or for those thh me already shown on a good map. When a point 
is visited, the eroct location is platted with reference to such adjacent 
topographic features aa m y  be shorn on the map. If the maps are 
inadequate in this respect, speedometer and paced distances or mm- 
pass bearings and intersetions from section.cornen am often used. 
In nonsectionalized area, recourse m y  be had to thrce-point $xa  on 
tanks. spires, etc., or 1~ speedometer compass traverse m y  be run in 
from some known point. Sextant angle on objects known in position 
are sometimes taken, and even solar observatiom may be used to deter- 
mine a rough position. 

PAULLAXING BORIZONTAL EA3a 

In fairly open country, when circumstrrnces permit, a method called 
"panllruiiagv gives results with very little labor. This is an ap- 
plication of the solution of a concluded triangle with a short base. 
It has been devclopcl cmd perfected by L. G. Simmons, Associate 
Geodetic Engineer. The procedure is os .follows: 

The distance and rclative elevation of an object not mom thpn 12 
miles or SO away con be determined in 5 or 10 minutes with M aeu- 
racy of nbnnt 0.2 mile and 5 to 10 feet of height. Xo mathematical 
tables are needed. All that must be kmom is that the earth's curva- 
ture in feet equals 0.574 times the distance squarecl (in miles) and that 
m arc of 1 minute is subtended by 1536 feet at the chtrmnce of 1 mile. 
In figure 16 it is required to find t.he distance d from the inam- 

ment position at .I1 to an object at P. (The nn@e at P in this fiwre 
is greatly exaggcmted.) Sclcct a paint iV at a &stance of 8 feet from 
:V mcl at about :I right angle from P. Jfewure angle d ; then set over 
point R and mensure angle 23. Xiiple P is equal to B minus d. 'Ih 
other words Q distance of ?(I at the observntion point subtends the angle 
P at the distance d of the object observed. The distance d then be- 
coma a/1.536 P, d being in miles, a in feet and P in minutes. The 
2rinciple involved here is, of course, very simple. Difiiculties arise, 
however, in actually accomplishing this measurement in the field in a 
reasonable time and with an accuracy sufficient to malie the result of 
any value. It wi l l  readily be seen that the instrument must be very 
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accurately centered over Jt and N and in windy weather this takes 
considerable. time. This centering difticulty may be overcome by se- 
lecting a second distant object Q (see fig. 17) at least one-fourth mile 
distant. This object does not necessarily have to make (L right angle 
with P but may make my angle from say 3 5 O  to leo. The neamr 
this angle is to 90°, however, the more effective will be the base. 

The instrument is now set up over ili and sighted toward Q (see 
@. 17) and the point N lined up with Q at a convenient distance, 
perhaps an even 100 feet. Angle A is now measured by sighting on 
Q and P. Leaving the plates reading angle A. the instrument is set 
over N md the mgle B is 'tinwound" from P to &. The angle 
remaining on the plates is =le P, negative in this cm. If angle B 

_. 

F ~ ~ U X E  16.-Db-c0 b"laoa0 1'1.-N8taner deNmJIII- 
dettermlnatloc b p Uon by "garnllP.ing," lmprooed 
'w- method 

is measured first, then the value P on the plates mill be positive after 
the mechanical subtraction. If a transit reading to minutes is used 
and the distance d is very great, angle d should be %omd up" three 
times at M and 'unwound" three times at N, leaving a value of 3P 
(negative) on'the plates. The 100-foot base ( X H )  is reduced to the 
effectire base 8 by multiplying bp s in  A with a slide rule. If d is 
about 10 miles, an error in the base of 1 foot will affect the result 
only a b u t  0.1 mile, and an error of several inches in t5e alignment 
of point N? if Q is at a considerable distance, will have no appreciable 
effect on the result. Point M need not be marked on the ground at 
all, and rt' only with a rock or stick until the instrument can be placed 
over it. No plumb bob is needed? as the instrument can be placed 
over :lt and LV closelp enough by eye. I f  one man is working alone, 
the point N can be occupied with the instrument k t  and X then 



lined up with N and Q by eye and the desired distance laid off by 
hooking the tape to the instrument over rV and dropping o rock in line 
at this distance. 

For distances d up to about il miles, an accuracy of better than 
one-fourth mile can be determined merely by setting up at ille memr-  
ing A? picking up the instrument and pacing 100 feet toward Q and 
”unwinding” angle B at N. Points P and Q may be any object 
on which a fine pointing can be made. such m the top of IL water tank, 
the gable of a house, a branch of a tree, or a rock on a hill. A ,afenter 
accuncp can be cibtained b.p inmasing the length of the basee but 
100 feet is rwrrlly sufficient for distances up to dmlt 12 miles. nnd 
is convenient to lay off with a 1OcFfoot tape. The relative elew- 
tion of P can easily be determined, of course. from the verticrrI angle 
to it. after the distance is known. Man? times during the profiling 
of a line the eleration and distance of an intervening possible obstruc- 
tion are desired. These can be,determined with oufficht accuracy 
in about 2 minutes of time by the 'pricing" method mentioned above. 

Any object of known or closely estimated height b y  be used 8s 
a vertical base for rough determination of distance. This method 
is inferior. to the horizontal base method, but is sometimes made 
necessaq by conditions rendering a horizontal bnse impossible, as, 
for example. in o wooded country where the view is limited to a 
narrow opening in the trees. An object snch aa a barn, windmill, 
tree. telephone pole. fence post. etc.. at the distant ridge is picked 
out. and the vertical arqles observed on the top and bottom of this 
objk.  The base map be assumed to be normal to the line of sight 
and the distance may be computed from the formula 

PABALLkWG VERTZCAL EASE 

A 
1.336 (a-a’) d= 

in which d is the distance to the object in miles, h is the vertical dia- 
tance in feet between top and bottom of object, lrnd ( a - d )  is the 
difference in minutes in the vertical angles obserred. 
Aa an example (see fig. 18) suppose that from -4 the rertical angle, 

a, on the Lnre of the barn :rt B is -4’. that u’, OE the comb of the 
barn, is -l’, and that A is 40 feet. By using t.he formula we find thst 

40 
1.536 (4- 1) 

d=---=8.i miles 



If the instrument is equipped et11 a movable vernier frame? the 
angle a-u' CUII be obtained directly without subtmction. Point the 
telescope on me extreme of tlie rertical bnse and nidi the vernier 
frame tangent screw set 1-emiers to zero. Then point the telescope 
on the other estmme of the base, and verniers will rend tlie value 
of a- a'. 

The value of h can be nccuratelp obtained only bp previous or 
subsequent measurement. Howerer? for rough results, estimated 
heights sometimes may be usecl. A large hay b m  is about 4) feet 
high and a two-story house 33. ~indmills are usually of standard 
heights of from 30 to 60 feet, and may be closely estimated if the 
pan& are counted. An observer soon becomes acquainted with cus- . 
tornary heights of such features in the area through which lie is 
working. 

Bane finders have been suge&ed at various times for u s e  by 
mnnaissance parties. However. as now derelapecl, they are too 
bulky and espensive and too subject to i n j q  to justify their &. 
If a small convenient type can be developed, it will be very .useful, 
especially in measuring distances from treetops. 

LOCATING POSITIONS ON WORK SHEET 

A problem that constantly arises in the-field is the locating or 
plotting of points on the map that serves as a work sheet. This 
must be done for all points investigated and for the points selected 
aa stations. The necessary accumcy will vary but for station plot- 
ting it is desirable that the error should not exceed olre-fourth mile. - 
The following methods may be used : 

If  the available maps tare accurate and show sufficient detail. the 
point in question may very often be located with reference to adja- 
cent topographical features. Section lines are rery useful and li 
section line grid can somethies be made up when EO map esists. 
Positions map be found by speedometer distances from section 
corners. On the compiled state map of the Enited States Geological 
Surrey, railroads, toms? and county lines are quite accurately 
located and afford fair points of reference when more detailed maps 
are not. available. The sectional airaaF maps of the Coast arid 
Geodetic Samey have many features, especially air beacons, which 
am plotted with a high cle,me of accwracp. These maps are arttilitble 
for the entire continental area of the Cnited States. 
A distant object may be located from the intersection of iiutru- 

mental or mnpetic azimuths from two or more known positions. 
An adaptation of this method in sectionalized country is to use the 
section line roads for base lines and memure the length by speedom- 
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eter or to use known section aiid quarter-section corners base end 
stations. Quite accurate work C R I ~  be done in this manner when 
the base is of suitable length. 

Resection? or three-point fix, is the iiirerse of intersection, and 
when several objects of known position are visible it may be usetd 
to locate the obserrer?s position with a swing of ,time and truck 
travel. The solution is pi-acticalIy dlway n; graphid one nnd is 
simplified by taking tlie observations as azimuths, either magnetic 
or true. Only two h o r n  objects. are required to fix a position, 
if their azimuths are linom. .&zimat!i orientation can often be 
taken from section line roads, buildings, etc. . 

SPBEM)WEFgR-cOMPASS TRAVERSE 

From 8 hewn position on the map II fairly good position may 
be obtained for an unlocated point by measuring distances with 
the truck speedometer and directions with a hand compm. If the 
rod consists of f a i r l ~  long tangents the work is not labrious but 
in cnses of very crooked roads it is apt to becoine so. The method 
ordinarily used is to stop the truck only at et-ery second change 
in direction of the road and take forward and backward azimuth 
with the compass. It is necessv to walk 15 or 20 paces from the 
truck to pt away from its magmetic influence on the compI1ss. 

Fioona 1 0 . T r a m m  by speedometer and cornpa=. 

In  figure 19 it is desired to determine the position of G from the 
nearest known feature, which is a road fork at 3. Starting with a 
ZFPO setting at d, the speedometer is rend at B? the point farthest from 
A from which d is visible. The truck is then driven 20 yards beyand 
the turn, and the observer mdks  back to B and rends the compass 
back azimuth to d and to the forward limit of visibility at C. The 
truck is again driven ahead and the speedometer read at C. At D, 
the limit of sight from C, backward and forward azimuths are read 
on C and E, respectively, in the same manner as at B. This stme 
procedure is followed until point G is reached. 
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The fomrd  azimuths shown in parenthesis are the r e v e d  back 
azimuths md are listed for convenience in plotting the courses of the 
various lines. 

CURVATURE EFFECT 

A factor entering into many field calculations is t.he correction 
introduced by the earth's curvature. Combined with the curvature 
e&& is that of vertical refraction which is about one-seventh 8s large 
as the curvature effect and opposite in sign. Their npproxiiuate 
resultant is: 

h (in feet) =Kz (in miles) X0.574 
where A is the height in feet that a line horizontnl at the point of 
observation mill be nbore tt level surface at a distance of E miles. If 
A is the known quantity the formula may be written, 

The following table gives corresponding values of K and A. 
R (ig,miles)= + (in feet) x 1.32 

C'idm for earth's ctuvatiue and refraction 

1:- 

Feet il .vtlrr fee t  
1 531.4 ]I 46 L211.2 

w3.l I I  49 L G . 7  
m.0 II 50 1.W8 

3 
? 58i.8 I 47 tax.: 

824.9 I 48 L 3 Z I  

5 

8 X . 7  51 1.4925 
7 
8 
9 

10 

11 
12 
13 
14 
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-.BoRMUW FOB CL'BVATCRS AND REFRACTION 

The general formula for deterniiriing how much a line of sight 
between two statiotu will dear or fail to ciear an ixitervening obstruc- 
tion is as follows: 

in which 
A =elevation of line at  obstmction. in feet 
h,=c?levatioii of lower stntion. in feet 
&=t4c;iwtion of higher stntion. in feet 
dl=di.utrince from Iwmr st;ition to obst.niction. in miles 
d,-distance from liiplier stiltion to obstrriction. in miles 

The first part of this formula is whition of Pimilar triangles. 
The last term is the curvature (and refriction) correction which has 
the eflect of dircing the height rrf the line of sight. or canremlp of 
increasing the appnrent eleratimi of tlic ahstniction. 

If it is assiimed thtit the two stntioiis triv at the same elevation and 
that the obtniction will b.e c1c:rrwl by the coiirtluvtioa of signals of 
q u a l  height, then the a h r e  formula hecomes siniply, 

h=O.X4 dJ2 ' 

It will be noted that for a given lcnpth. K. betwpen stations the 
elevation required at one station to we the other. RCI'OSS LI le\*el sur- 
face sricli as water. is g"-xX0.5i4. The elevntion :it one c d .  nynired 
to see a similar eleiacion at the ot~ier is (K 2 I 2 x u.si4. or oiic-foiwtlr 
that required at one end onlr. The problem. rlrerefore, ~nera l lp  
resolves itself into a determination of the height of equal riigiiuls at 
both encis of the line required to clear the obstruction. FOP simplicity 
the signal heights are nearly al\rays conipiited in this wiry. nnd any 
desired variations are then introduced. Sometimes a higher signal 
must be specified at one station for soiiie otlirr line t1i;iii for tlw line 
tinder considemtion atid this perniits ti lo~~-eri~rp of  the other s igd .  
When the obstniction is milch closer to o w  atutioii tliuii the oilier. it is 
more econoniietl to build a higher rigiial :rt rlie st:ition iiwr tlie 
obstruction, and P lower one :it dit? orlier sig~ial. orlwr conditions being .. 
qual. The mount  tlitrt one sigiwl iii:iy be rrr1iict.d in lieiplit for u 
certain increase in the height of the d i e r  i3 pruporrioiid to the dis- 
tances of the two stations from the obstruction. &rrw \viiter. or 
other level surfwe, the obstruction iliie to curvature is midway be- 
tween the two stations if they are of cqiial Iieight. 
The case often arises that a s e r k  of obstructions occui~  illo1le a 

line of sight and it may not be possible to pick our by inspection that 
one which requires the maximum heights of signals to clear. -4 lower 
elevation near the middle of the line, diere the cui~ature effwt is a 



maximum, map require higher signals to clear than a greater ele- 
vation near one end. The simplest way to determine the critical ob- 
struction is to compute the signal heights for each one in turn. The 
following examples wilI  illustrate some tnical  problems: 

EXAXFLEs OF COBBECTIONS 

Two stations are at water Ievel on opposite shores of a bay 18 miles 
wide. What is the height of equal signals to make the line of sight 
0 rrfllze the snrface of the water? According to the formula on page 
56, h= (x/2)' 0.574s (18/2)* O.Si4=46.6 feet. As seen in figure 20, 

I 

I 

A is the distance the theoretical line of sight from the d a c e  level at 
the two ends passes below the sullfnce at its center. Since the obstruc- 
tion is equidistant from the two stations, A will a h  be the required 
height of equal signals at the two ends needed to clear the line of 
sight. 

In actual practice it is generally necessary to provide (L certpin 
amount of clearance over obstructions in order to recluce horizontal 
refraction. Over mater, this clearance should be at least 10 feet. but 
the clearance required over other obstructions varies ~ t h  their nature 
'and with the specific conditions encountered. Xo attempt dl be 
made to specify the clenrance in these examples. 

#mu I 
i 

Flawar 2L-EEect of curmture at lntermedfote ot~ntruetlon. 

In figure 21 is shown the problem when the two end stations are not 
at the same eleration and the obstruction is iiot at the point midway 
between them. In applying the formula. most obaen-en prefer to cle- 
termine fint the amowit of curnature nt the obstruction at B, and theu 
add this to the trueelevation at that point to obtain an ;;effectire elem- 
tion" or (plane elevation" of B. i. e., its eleration aboTe the chord ac. 
The "effective elevatioii" of the pmde line from the egrou&l at A to the ' 
ground at C, where it passes through the rerticnl of B is lien c o n  
puted bp the principle of similar triaiigles, using the lengths AB aiid 
BC. The "effective elemtioil'' of B minus the ;effective eleratioil:' 
of the theoretical Iine of sight &es the amount of obstruction at B. 
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From the numerical values given on the diagram, the cmatnre at  B 
is 4X6X0.574=13.5 feet, the ”effective elevation“ of B h 80+13.5== 
93.8 feet, the “effective elevation” of the Ggrouiicl to ,mund” line of 
sight is lO+[(OO-10) X&J=42 feet, and the amount of obstruction 
at  B iS 98.8-42=51.8 feet. 

When nonreciprocal vertical angla am observed on a distant object, 
its elevation can be computed by the formula : 

Where 
E I = H I + ( U X  1.536K)+EXO.574 

a=elevation of distant poiht in feet 
Ht=elevation of instrument telescope in feet 
K=distance of abject in d e s  
u=obsemed vertical angle in minutes 

a is plus if the object is above the horizontal plane through the instru- 
ment and mintls if below it. The factor 1.036 is the length in feet of 
arc subtended by an angle of 1 minute at IL distance of 1 mile. (See 
p. 40.) The effect of c m t u r e  is alwap positive, making the true 
elevation of the distant point always greater than its apparent 
elmtion. 

+ 
0- 

noun 2z-m or curvature on amareat hclg!It or dlstant object. 

In fisrre 22 suppose the elevation of the telescope at 3 to be 100 feet, 
the observed vertical angle on the p u n d  at B, -3.5 minutes, and 
the distance from d to B, 8 miles. Substituting in the formula above, 

E (of B )  =loo+ ( - 3 d X  1.S6X 8) + (St X 0.3iq -93.7 feet 
Convedy, if the elevation of the eTund at B is given as 100 feet, 
and it is required to find the elevataon of d, the solution would be 
ag follows: The height of the telescope at d is taken as 5 feet. 
H (at A) -100- [ ( -3.5 X 1.538 X 8) 4- ( 8 2  X 0.5’74)] --5= lO1.3 feet 

REFRACTION CHARA-ISTICS OF LIYES 

It is well knom that some lines 8 ~ 8  affected by abnormal horizontal 
refraction and that good angle closures in the triangles of which they 
form a side can be obtained only by undue effort and espense, if at all. 
The reconnaissance engineer should, theref ore, endeavor to aroid lines 
likely to give refraction trouble. 

Horizontal refraction is caused by layers or currents of unequally 
heated air along the line of sight. The varying densities of the air 
pmduces a condition similar to that encountered by B beam of light 
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passing through a series of rery flat prisms. The light is both re- 
fmcted arid disperd. Tliese effects cannot be fully eliminated, but 
the estreme cases can usually be recognized and avoided. The most 
pronounced cnuse of this condition is the drainage of Irrrs quantities 
of cool air from higiier to loner elemtiom. Lines passing near the 

FtOUBB S.-Rorizontal refraction due to air currents from raofnea. 

baa  of a mountain mnge or bluff \rill be affected by air currents flow- 
ing down side canyons and rarines. A line passing for some distance 
near the slope of a large! hill or table land 611. show large horizontal 
refraction unless the wind is blowing directly against the slope. How- 
ever, if the slope is the face of a small local hill, or of a ridge nz~rrow 
in tlie direction of the line of sight, little diSculty wi l l  be found. The 
kind of cover or vegetation, the range in temperatures between day and 
night, the direction and velocity of the wind, and the humidity, are all 
important factors. 
A ralley through an open plain and bordered by bluffs on either 

side is a very easy route to span with triangulation but it will almost 
always gire serious refraction trouble. The valley of the Platte Rirer 
iu Nebraska is an example of this hid.  When such a condition cannot 
be avoided, the stations should be placed back on the table lands as far 
as possible. Lines between hendlands and parallel to the valley will 
give the worst results and should be avoided even at the espense of 
additional signal building and stations. 

F10on8 24.--Bor!mntal refraction due to air currents down slom of hill. 

Horizontal refraction is much greater in barren or open country 
than in wooded areas. Over keav  timber, the effects of air currents 
are small, and since there is usually considerable dScultp in securing 
clear lines' in such areas, the reconnaissance engineer may generally 
ignore these effects. 

2Biil6io41-5 
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On calm nights there is a tendency of the atmosphere to stratify into 
layers of different temperature and density. This results in a coeffi- 
cient of vertical refraction much Iwpr than normal, and tends to lift 
distant objects above the horizon. This abnormal nighttime rehc-  
tion is frequently as large as 3 minutes and occasionally inay be as much 
as 5 minutes. A "refraction line'.' is one that is noinislly obstructed but 
becomes visibie at night. A study of msuita indicates that the direc- 
tions observed over refraction lines are not undulr affected horizontally 
and their use is sometime permissible. They should be used only as 
a last resort, however. On stormy or bvindy nights the air s t n t n  are 
broken up and the effect of abnormal wrtical refraction may entirely 
disappear. If the air strata are inclined, as is usually the case over 
eloping groiind, there will be a horizontal component of the refraction. 
Lines shouid dwaya be kept weU clear of bare ground 

CLEmANCE OF LANES 

The required clearance of lines of sight over obstnlctions to avoid 
excessive refraction and dispersion of the light will vary with the type 
of vegetation cover and wi th  other physicdl conditions of the line. 
The determining factor seem to be the amount of heat transferred to 
the atmosphere by the ground orer which the Iine passes. Regions 
combining ia bare pound surface with a larg  d i u 4  temperature 
range require the -test amount of clenrance and area heavily 
timbered and with a humid climate require the least. 

Determining the amount of clearance required for a line is largely 
a matter of esperience. The following are average minimum values. 
1 Over water sarfa-10 feet 
2 .Over opem p l a h  where the sun fa hot during the day and the atmqhere 

d r y 4 0  to.40 feet. Thts conation Is found in the G m t  Pluina area from the 
Dakotas to Texas. 
3. Over cultivated land lntempersed with wooded ore-15 to 20 feet The 

clearance over treed generally governs tn such regions so that the height above 
ground WW uauallp be ample. 

4. Over tree top3-lfnes may be graalng. Experience has shown that Unes 
-E over taU trees, or even partially interfered wlth by the branches, give 
no trouble. Such grazing llnes are, of course, accidental and tn specitylng dgnnl 
helghts l0 feet Is ordinarily consldered the mlnlrnum proper clearance. 

The above figures may be qualified bp special conditions. If tlie ob- 
.stnrction is a narrow ridge, with relatively small capacity for heat 
radiation, the above clearsnces may safely be reduced. Conversely, if 
the line is paxlrllei to the ground practically the entire distance between 
stations, the clearances may have to be increased. Extremes of heat 
md drought give special problems. The usual solution under un- 
favorable conditions is to specify tlie highest signal that the triangda- 
tion party is equipped to build ecoiiomically. 

' 



In computing signal heights reconnaissance parties customarily 
ignore the effect of the 10-foot superstructure and this gives an added 
factor of safety. Another factor of safety is that in those regions 
requiring greatest clearance, the greatest vertical refraction is apt 
to occur. 

AVOIDANCE OF OBSTRUCTIOSS 

It often becomes necessary to locate stations so that the lines of 
sight mill not pass over obstructions that would require s i p &  of 
impmt.ical or uneconomical heights. In  open country, these obstruc- 
tions nil1 be visible and the remedy will be evident. In heavily 
timbered areas, there will often be found bloch of unusually high 
timber left from logging operations or growing under especihlly fa- 
vorable conditions. These blocks must be plotted on the map rrnd care 
taken to make sure that dl lines miss them unless they are located on 
lower ground. Such areas are frequently found in the sectionalized- 
parb of the United States. Intersections from water tanka and sec- 
tion corneR give the best positions of the obstructions. Quite accurate 
work can be done in this manner, and there are many instances on 
record where lines have been carried through gaps in estremely toll 
trees, often not over 30 feet in width, without there being any ob- 
structed lines. To have built high'einough to clear them trees might 
have required signals up to 150 feet in height instead of the signaG'of ' 
moderate height actually wed. 

XEASURING &GHT OF TREES 

In wooded regions it is Constantly necessary to measure heights of 
frees. The simplest and most accurate measurement is secured by 
lowering a tape from the top of o representative tree. Since it is 
usually necessary to climb the trees for other purposes, the menstire- 
ment is often obtained without estm effort. h 100-foot steel tape 
is convenient for making the measurements. I f  tlie tension on the 
reel is adjustnble. this map be set to permit tlie tape to p l q  out bv 
the weight of the clescencliiig reel. The zero end of the tape is held d 
the hand. and the reel allawd to descend to the p u n d .  The free 
end is then dimpped. and when the obsemer reaches the ,r?rormd the 
tape! is read at the p i n t  diere  it enters tlie reel. Stninless steel 
taps  are apt to snarl when dropped in tliis manner. so rlint it is best 
to attnch a weight. such 11s rl binociilnr case. to the zero end, and play 
out the tape from the reel until tlie weight touches the ground and 
then reel it in before descending the tree. The height of that part 
of the tree which is abore the obsemer must he estimated and added to 
the taped heiglk The heights of trees may sometimes be obt.ained bp 
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climbing some structure near them. arid measuring the disttamx to the 
ground nt the point aliere the distant horizon becomes visible over 
their tops. 

"liere ape various instrumental and improvised methods of mew 
[iring the Iieights of trees from the ,pund. The more practical ones 
call for the use of lr small inst.nunent with vertical circle or an incli- 
nometer. A celluloicl triangle map he emploied for rough measures if 
instrriments are not nvlrilnble. With t.he theodolite. the usrid pro- 
cedure when the reconnaissance engineer is done is to fasten the end 
of a lOOIfoat tape to the base of the tree. back up to the lOO-fmt mark, 
and obseme the vertical angle on the tree top. The height of the 
tree above the telescope axis will be 1 0  tan a, where a is the vertical 
angle. This computation map be made on a slide mIe or by using 
8 table of natural tangents. The height of the telescope above tho 
base of the tree is added to this camputed height to obtain the height 
of the tree. 
The inclinometer is a hand instrument for meakring vertical angles. 

It may be used in the same Cay ns the theodolite. Another convenient 
met.hod is to set the inclinometer at 26'34' (or approximately 26" 
30') lrnd back irp from the tree until ita top cuts the line of sight. The 
height of tlie tree above the eye, is then one-half the distance of the 
obsemer fmm the tree. 'his map be measared or paced depending 
an the :iccumcF rryuired. Of cowse, if the! inclinameter is set at 
so, the height of the tree abom the e? rill equal the distance from the 
tree. This angle is somewhat too lrigh for convenience in observing, 
however. 

If only a cellaloid triangle with a 45' or 30' angle is at  hand. 
fairly accurate i-esults are obtained by sighting one edge at t.lie base 
of the tree. and walking back until the other points toward the trea 
top. The tree height is then computed in the same manner as when 
I tlimdolite or inclinometer is irsecl. Same observers lap out a Go 
anqle 011 the cover of tlie recoivl hcmk its I h:mdy means far estimating. 

Gmiind methods hnrc the difficulties that the actual top of the 
tm is hurd to aberve with certriiiity :ind t h t  in A dense forest it 
i1l;lp be ittipssibte to PPP tlie top of :i trw at the ~ i e c e s s a ~  distance 
ftnnl its h w .  111 t l i i a  tiiw alae. the vertiral rtt~gle li-ill prrhabl? he 
tnken 0 1 1  :I tmgytit to the tne  top : i t d  this will give an excesive height. 
Of coiilw. in iiw:tsiiriiig the clistaiiw frnm the tiw the end of the 
tape sI:oIII~I \ w  pl:ic-trl v.crtic.;iIly iinrler the top of the t m  to avoid 
n acriwty t w w .  In sw:iiiipy wgictiis. :L g w d  mtiimite of the Iteight 
of trws 11i;t.v Iic h:iiiiwl hy tiitwsiiriiig f:tllelr CI'WS. 1 re- iliv selecwrl 
wliiclt II:IW f : ~  ll~!u froin old itgc, us the? 1vpreseiit :ibout tlie maximum 
height iltt:\iIied. 

.. 
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SELECTION OF STATION SITES 

The find selection of a station site is a compromise of several re- 
quirements which are principally : Intervisibility of stations, per- 
manence of murlis. strength of figures, wishes of property owners, 
md accessibility. 

Intervisibility of stations is P rery important requirement which 
bas already been considered under the topics of curnature, clearance. 
refraction. etc. The possibility of securing visibility by signal build- 
ing at optional locations sliould also be investigated. Of course, the 
essential lines must be clear and this condition must first of dl govern 
the selection of site. 

With regard to permanence of marks no one can accurately predict 
what changes will occur at a given site over a long period of years, 
but it is the duty of the reconnaissance engineer to consider the p m b  
bilitia to the best of his ability. He m y  be certain of o few things. 
All main roads will be widened, and the grades will be reduced aiid 
curves eased. Jdost cities wil l  continue to expand for some time at 
least. Suburban a m  wi l l  be enlarged and residences will be built 
on what is now farm land. All main road intersections are desirable 
sites for gasoline stations and other establishments catering to the 
motoring public and should be avoided as station sites. ' 

.The right-of-way fence of an established highway is a p d  loca- 
tion, provided the road is of €ull width. Since trinngulrrtion stations 
are naturally placed on high ground, through which the highway 
may ppss in a cut. the necessity of keeping well back from the center- 
line can be readilp seen. Xost States are widening their roads. even 
the county roads. JIIichignn and Tesas have laid out some boulevds 
with 800-foot rights-of-way. On the other hand, most milroad prop- 
erty is fairly wellsstablished, and the right-of-way lines are quite 
permanent. The esceptions are branch lines and electric lines that 
may be abundoned. 

Cultivated land provides R fairly safe location but involves prob- 
able dumages to crops each time the mark is used and precludes the 
use of IL surface mark. Some landowners will permit the use of a 
surface mark in cultivated land, but advantage of such permission 
should never be taken as sub-cguent owners may think differently. 
Line fences between farms are often good sites for stations, and sig- 
nals can be built over them without trouble. Fences between fields, 
however, are seldom permanent and are frequent17 removed for 
tmctor cultirrrtion. Consulting the owner about his phns for the 
future development of his propew may be very helpful. 

111 intensively cultirnted sections, some of the best sites are in the 
vicinity of the farm buildings, or in grovm maintained for shade 

. 

. 
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and mind breaks. Over R large part of the country the buildings are 
generally located on knolls or fairly high ground, so that these loca- 
tions am often suitable for station sites. Tlieir disndvantnges are the 
greater danger when signals are erected close to buildinp, and the 
difficulties often esperienced in placing the azimuth inark where it 
will be visible from the F u n d .  Public parks snd buildings are 
generally in permanent locatioiu. The groiindq of city and consoli- 
dated schools are also exelleiit for permanency. The one-mom 
country scliools on the other hand are p i n g  out of use and their lots 
will eveiititnllp be subject to cultivation. Small hills that may be 
worked as p v e l  p'its should of course be avoided. 

In  mountainous country, it is usually the natural physical condi- 
tions that determine the permanence of marks. These conditions in- 
clude tlie quality of rock, tlie amount of frost action, and the rapidity 
of erosion. Tops of sandhills are often blown amy, or marks are 
engulfecl by "blow pits" which may be started by the mark itself. If 
such localities cannot be avoided, a long iron pipe mark should be 
specified. 

The reconnaissance engineer must give careful consideration to dl 
the rurious conditions tiat are apt to affect the station marks. In  
spite of all possible care. however, some of the marks will be lost. 
The judicious placing of reference m a r h  mill reduce the losses of 
statiotu. 

In  the final selection of station sites, the reconmisance engineer 
mnPt sometimes decide whether to accept II weaker scheme in order 
to obtain a better station site, or rice veisa. Both are quite important 
but of course strength of @re milst be maintained within the pre- 
scribed limits. 

Landowncis frequentIy b e  preferences as to the location of sta- 
tions on their property because of futuir! plans, sentimental reasons, 
etc. Tlieir wishes should be respected if possible both to' promote 
0 mod feeling and ills0 to obtain their cooperntion in insuring the 
safety of tho mark. 

,kwsil)ility is important hotli for the pnrtp establishing the sta- 
tion anti for it11 stibrrqiiiwt IWPS of it. Tn fortrinately. the most 
uccewilde sitM itre often the i i w t  PV~WP~I .  I t  is Iieliewd that else 
of itc'ccy~ d i o i i l c l  Iw si~hortli;i:it~d ~1miiwIi:it to othw conditions a l k t -  
in= the prob:ible life of the niark. 

IY'I'ERVIElVS WITH PROPERTY OWSERS 

The proper app~wacli to tlie o w c r  of a prospcctiw station site is 
one of tlir tiitist iniportant sewice tlint the 1qsc'ontl;tissittlce party can 
render to the triat~gtrrlatinn party. l'nder artlinury circumstunces. the 
property owner should a1w:rys be contacted in some inmner. It is 



a trait of human nature to be inclined to p n t  8 request but to 
resent what appears to be the taking of undue liberties. A mzm 
who will rendily give permission to enter his property mag strenu- 
ously object to having that right appropriated without his consent, 
and once committed to that attitude he is likely to stick to it. Khen 
&st approached he is open tr, reuson but after h a ~ n g  suffered a feeling 
of injury he is apt to close his mind to all argument and to all 
attempts of reparation. Except in the mountainous and wasteland 
areas of the United States, the great majority of'stations must be 
plrrced on p&ate property, usually that of a farmer, who may nerer 
have heard of control surveys and m y  never have had prior contact 
with Government agencies. In the s m e  wqr when public l i d s  sncb 
tu parks, school grounds, rights-of-way, etc., are used it is necessary 
to see the proper authority, not only for permission'but to learn of 
plans for derelopment and of required safety regulations. 
By far the best contact is a personal interview. Most landomers 

wi l l  readily give their permission d e r  a frank and simple explnna- 
tion of the work and how the various operations will be conducted. 
The others may be divided into two general classes; the ignorant and 

. suspicious, and the acquisitive. In some cases, argument is useless 
and it is best to select some optional location. On the other hand, the 
use of *simple explanation and. avoidance of salesmanlike tactics may 
pmve effective. The ayerage person is curious and the prospect of 
seeing something unusual nil1 interest him. He usually takes pride 
in owning the highest ground in the ricinity uncl feels a certtiin Sense 
of importance in having a Government monument on his propertr? 
especially if his name is stamped on it. He should be met as nn 
equal and tan effort made to impress him with the puhlic d u e  of the 
marks. A full espllmation of the work of the triaiiplation party 
should be given and no effort made to coiiceal m y  inconreniences or 
dnmnges that may arise.' It is better to stress these rather than mini- 
mize them. The Goveeen t  regulations relating to damage claims 
should be clearly explained when necessary. A pod plan is to esti- 
mate the clamages for the owner but clearly to mnke no pivmises 
that might be considered binding on the triangulation pa%. If the 
owner is not inclined to be fair it is better for the iocoiinaissance 
p q  to find it out and 'thus avoid trouble later on. It is assumed 
that the contact man of the building party will ubain interriea the 
owners before anything is done. 

a printed form to be signed ,by the landowner is not considei-ed 
advisable on account of the reluctance of the average man to sign 
m y  paper presented to him bp a stranger. It is better to impress 
the owner with the fact that he is entering into a gentlemmn's :igree- 
ment and that he may espect to be treated as one granting a favor. 
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Different individuals should be. apprnrrclied by different means and 
the stimws of the rwonnaiasmce engineer 'In this field will depend 
on his ability to adapt Iris method to the circumstances. 

LEmma To PBOPERTY OWNEns 

I n  the case of absentee owners that cannot be reached in person, 
or those not at home when called iipon, ;I letter explaining the work 
and asking conselit sliould be acl<lmsed to the property owner. An 
crdclzpssed retrirn envelope should be e n c l d  ta Atcilitirte the reply. 
It diould be remanbered that it is n:itural for tli!. owner to neglect 
to reply. hence he should be asked to state any objections he may 
hare nrtlier than to give his permision, the inrpliartion b e i y  that 
8 failure to reply will denote coilsent. In practice. the grettt nrqority 
of letters are answered. and unsmeml stttisfwtcaily. The IIW of 
official stationel?; and the evident consideration of his right9 cm~te 
a feeling of confidence on the part of the owner. The letten should 
not be form lettets but should clenl with the individi::il c:rse. Pam- 
phlets or other literature cuvering the a w k  of the Coast and Geo- 
detic Snmey map be enclosed. A sample letter is given below. 

Dear Sir: me Coplst and Geudetic Surpey ylatia to esteiid un :ire nf triangu- 
lation between --- md during the comltiy siirntuer. Tus 
work is put of the Gtmernruent's gromm at pmddlng pwlw a i i r w y  mimu- 
mcnm at frequent lntemrlr throngbut the Stnte fnr use In nrrrkltig mnps nnd 
fo Improdrig the a m m ~  and pnnanence of existing Otrremment surveys ¶n 
pour vicini@* wlth rohicb ~ ( J U  may be farnilla?. 

In carving ont thls work IC b necesstiw to select and murk permrrnentl,, .L 

number of obmviidon stations located on high groimd fnm which other db- 
tant stnttonrr w p  be Crberretl to mniplete the sumy. I lmoe centtititrely selected, 
#abject to rorrr wlehe. one snch station w rmr land. on whur appeam to be 
the highest ground in ponr neichhcrrhwi. I did not 51id you at home when I 
called and I am therefnw wrtting soli this letter. 
The poiiit I lure selected is on tlie samriiit of the wooded knoll, about O I I ~  

fourth mile uorth of your h o a a  and 200 mrda eust of the lone along the west 
side of the grain field. The exact position Is In the mull opening. Just west 
of a large oak. and mnth of the fence crossing the bill. 

The prmnnent marks we wish to leave on ponr pmperfr are of mncrcrtrr. 
about 14 inch- s~unre, prnjecting abont 6 Inches above miand. nnd karlng 
the stnridnrd Gnvernment survey tablets. Oire of these would Irc? ut the point 
mentioned utid tm would be in nearby fence liiics at such piitits os map be 
smtlsfnctory to yrm. On aeeonnt of the tlmher. it wtll be iiwwsiiry to e m  i 
temporary stwl signal menihllng I windmill tower, ahoat !M itst higb 011 top 
of the hill. Its purpose 5s to elernte the ohsemer and his instruments so that 
he map see out over the trees In all directions. As soon as tiis abrarmcrtiom 
are completed, It will be entirely re~nowd. It will pmhnl~lp st:ind for 1 week 
or less. Its erection wi11 require tho d f a n g  of three holes. :rkiut 3 fwt  square 
and 3 feet deep, for the anchors. Thew holes will be filled when the aicnnl 
fa removed. and notbinrr will he left on the proper- except the concrete marh 
which we wish to be germrrnent 
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It  will he neeesmry to h a s  thls signal to and from the station by track which 

wonld hare to follow the fence east fmm the k n e  about 103 mrds across the 
grain field. Should our surrey parts antre before harvest some dnmage woitld 
' be done to your crop. If so, p u  may ezpect just and reamnrrble payment. Be 
fore anfihing is done. I foreman of the signal-building p n ~  will call on yon 
and enter into an agreement with you tm to the amoant of the dumages. At 
mrtomr times whlle the signal stands other men wlll risit it. some of them nt 
night. These men will be instructed to close pur gat- watch oat for Uvestock. 
and cause a0 annoywe. 

I will greatly amredate an earls reply from p a  and. U this location confilcte 
with any plane or wishes mu map hare. we shall be glad to chnnge it. I enclose 
for yoar reply an addressed envelop which requlres'no wage. 

Thanking m, I am 
Verp tralp vam - -. 

The p o d  will of the public is essential to any entmprise and partic- 
ularly to one mintshed by public funds. All operations, includinff 
the 6nal remod 02 the signal, should be conducted in a courteous 
manner but the first contact by the reconnaissance party is probably 
the most important. 

DESCRWRONS OF STATIONS 

The description of station is one of the most important parts of the 
work of the reconnaissance engineer and represents his hished prod- 

- uct, to be passed on to the triangulation party. The modern use of 
multiple observing parties demands a ,mater amount of detail and 
accuracy in station descriptions than waa formerly thought necessary. 

The description should specify locality, landownershipr directions 
for reaching stntion, signals and supplies required, and any specid 
information. There are two general forms in u e ,  the straight de- 
scription, or word picture, and the more recently introduced tabular 
form. Both hare certain advantages and little, if any, preference has 
been espressed by triangulation parties The advantages of the 
former type me that it is more easily read, it forms IL mental picture 
of the site which is more easily retained in the memory, and it is gen- 
erally more concise than t.he other. The advnntnges of the tabular 
style are that it is more systemnfic, it gives a double check on mileages, 
and it is more easily scanned for important directions. 

Either t p  of description should include the following data : 
General locotion wlth respect to State and coanty and dlstances and dlrec- 

Mons from larger towns or other weU known and easily found features. 
I,ocation with respect to local featam. iramely townships. hlghwap, t o p  

graphic features, section corners with tler and range. etc. 
hndownership rad vkrhether coilsent of orne t  has been obtained with special 

agreement& If any. 
Dlrectlons for renching stition starting fnm sizable towns a d  ndeqmtelp 

describing roads arid junctions nud stuting mileages aud including devcrigclons 
of alternate mutes, li adrtsable. 
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Detdled Imtiou, with respwt to mads fen* lines building, trees. etc. 
Including paced or mehParrcl distances and flimtions and notlng .9peeiai mark- 
ings a8 nececurory. 

Special irrfomirrtlon such aa stnte of enltfntfon, rrrrangements about crop 
damages, amount of cleurfng nnd speciul type of mark required, seasonal or 
wet m t h e r  mtrlctiona. etc 

Hefght and of signal requlml. and Itmtion of anpplles 

I n  mountainok or desert miintry, information should rrfso be sup 
plied as to camping sites, water supply, and facilities for lightkeeper. 

Brevity is desirable but should not be emphasized at the-espense 
of charity or occumcy. Lightkeepers and sometimes other members 
of the observing party must frequently go to stations in the night, 
when people residing in the locality :we in bed. The description 
should make it pmibIe to find the stniion without recourse to local 
inquiry. Not only should speedometer distances be given, but forks 
and junctions should be identified by’refercnce to some local feature 
such as (L house, tree, bridge, etc. To avoid errors in direction at 
turns, both the direction of the turn and of the new course should 
be given, ias ”thence left (west) at crossroa&.” An error in direction 
is a frequent sou& of trouble which is often caused by recording the 
data on the return from the stntion? instead of on the approach. To 
avoid such errors, some systemtic check should be used in the notes, 
such 1s to in+ariably fsce toward the station while recording the 
dimticins. 

Another source of error is a mistake of an even unit, usually 1 mile, 
in recording a speedometer distance. It can be detected by comparing 
the sum of the distances aloqg all courses with the difference between 
the first and find readings of the speedometer. This error is par- 
ticiiiurly troublesome in sectionalized countqr, where the roads are 
usually 1 mile apart. Many of the trucks in service am not provided 
with trip odometers, so that all mileages must be obtained by sub- 
tracting the accumulated odometer readings. With ta trip odometer 
that m y  be set to any desired reading, a check is reirdily obtained. 
In record= speedometer distances, the e h t  of errors for speed- 
ometer variations over long distcinces mrp be minimized if the dis- 
tance to the station from the nearest fixed detail, such ;19 crossrod 
or bridge, is given. 
A ha1  verification should be made by proofreading the description 

and checking it ahwinst the reconnaissance sketch. If the rou& on the 
latter are drawn to scnle, as they should be, a reveised direction can be 
readily detected. 

Under certain conditions. such as are usuullp found in mountainorls 
or sparsely settled aretrs. some parts of the description may be ststressed 
or modified. In mountainous regions a description of the adjacent 
topography, such as IL reference to the highest peak, to the end of a 
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long sharp ridge, or to some other natural feature is sometimes reg 
helpful. It is well to give a brief description of the appearance of 
tlie selected point, and to record its Crzimuth and distance from some 
accessible point. 

Pack stations require estra information IS to the availability of 
pack mimrrls, time required for the trip and recommendations as to 
back-packiug or horse-pacling. Pack horses are usucilly not needed 
unless the distance esceeds 3 miles and if the way is too rugpd they 
amnot be used at d. Such conditions should be noted by the recon- 
naissance party, together with the estimated time, distance? and differ- 
ence in elevation of back packs. For some stations, the amount of 
clearing required, the value and size of trees, and the tools needed 
.should be stated and recommendations &odd be made aa to the desiro- 
bilitp of using sign& of native timber. A note regarding availtl- 
bilitp of rocks for marks map be helpful. 

Adequate descriptions of stations in wilderness areas are very de- 
sirable, but often very difficult to write. These stations are frequently 
on forested hills or ridges that have no outstanding characteristics 
to distingnish them from others. The means of approach are generally 
indirect-and-directions am easily confused. Elder such conditioils the 
reconnaissance party may sometimes resortjo trail cutting and blazing. 
Such work is laborious. but may save the triangulation party much 
wasted effort. . In some very M c u l t  areas, tmnsprtation by cmm 
may be resorted to, and stations mar be described by giring the courses 
along streams or across lakes and by sketching the shore line at land- 
ing points from which trails are cut to the stations. 

T z M P o U Y  MABmGS 

The reconnaissance party should be sure that all station sites can 
be recognized without question by the building party. In  well 
settled districts. this map be done by referelice to nearby buildings, 
fences, trees, etc. \%rious markings map be used if conditions 14- 
quire them. In the roods. the customary mnrk is a triangular blnze, 
which is used to mark the station site and important poiiits along the 
route to it. On mount& summits, mall rock cairns are usually 
erected. Since many persons visiting motintain peaks build such mon- 
uments, they should hare some peculiarity. such as a triangular fonn, 
and should be adequately described. In prairie regions. a good mark 
is a triangdar trench libout 4 feet on the side, cut through tlie sod, 
with the soil piled up into IL mound inside the trench or beside it. Sticii 
mounds and trenches have been fouiid in gooil condition after a lapse 
of several Fears. They will not be confused with an ordinary e scan -  
tion and the mound will usti.dly be visible for some distance. Some- 
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M e s  posts and signboards may be used but they are mom apt to be 
destropd than 31p the other types of marking. 

It has been suqested tliat all reconnaissance parties adopt some 
standard form of marking, such as (c painted or inscribed stake. Such 
marks have not been used because they are conspicuous and are mom 
apt to be destroyed. It ,wma best to use local materials that will 
not invite destruction by the curious. The number and type of m r b  
should, of course, be such as to insure against loss of &ation through 
operations like cultivation, clearing, etc. 

It has also been srigpmtd that reconnaisanca parties should select 
locations for reference and azimuth mark Under certain conditions 
this appears advisable, but since the azimuth mark must be seen both 
from the ground and from the tripod head at statiom reqiiiring 
high towem it is well to awnit the erection of the signd. Conditions 
in the vicinity of the station may undergo considerable change, par- 
ticulnrlp if a perid o€ years elapses between the reconnaissance and 
triniigulation observations and these may make necessary entirely 
different locations for the various marks. It is believed that, p n -  
enllp, the placing of azimuth and reference mark9 should be left 
to the triangulation party. 

RECONXAISSAXCE SKficB 

The working reconnaissance sketch mill contain considecable in- 
formation bepond the layout of the scheme, such as the location of 
ronds to be used by the triangidntion partp, locatinn of principal 
geographical points. projection lines, heights of signnls, and some- 
times rotigli elevations. It is desirable tlint t.he finished sketches be 
standardized to some estent IS outlined below. They should be n d e  
on tracing pupor or cloth with the iiirl of dtnfting instniments. 

The masimum size of sketches for convenience of drawing and of 
nse in the field is about 5 s p t r e  feet, 6r 18 bp 48 inches. For  use^ 

by tri;ingul:ition p:irtics, 1:trgyIy on high sigtlilis. a lilrger size \vould 
be objectionnble. Most trianpul:ition :ires of the Coast and Geodetic 
Surrey are approximntelp ewt cincl n-cst or north and. soiith and are 
SO np:trIp strairiit tliat a ~i:irrow witltli of skctcli will iiwiadly suf- 
fice. For an obliqiie urn. the size I I I I ~ ~  h~ raluced by dic\\.irlp the 
boder to o direction pi-diel to t.lio :ire. If this is done. however, 
it is b e t  to hare d l  letterins scalcs. et.c., orientetl wit.li the pro- 
jection instead at with the border. The la rgh  of 423 inches will - pire room for .trn arc about 173 miles long on the iiwiral scale of 
4 miles to 1 inch. An itrc this long betwccw fixed connectiom will 
not occur often, and the fixed points are convenient limits for t.he 
sketch. If two or more alieets are reqiiired to cover u arc, it is 
advisable to make them appmxili~iltely equal. 
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The scale mny mry in special cnaes. but for the usual scheme, with 

figures from 6 to 25 miles :icross. t i  scde of 4 miles to tl1e inch is best. 
The sctile siioirld be sucli IS to show necessary d e t d  without crowding 
and to give lines of mfficient length to use for sighting l m p s  md 
heliotropes but not to make the sheet so hrge as to be unwieldy. 
The scale should be in units of miles per inch to fnditate scalixig the 
spheriml escess. In case9 where the standard sa le  is not suited, it 
is usual to select one of 9 miles to the inch or 8 miles to die inch. 
With the latter scde, the Geologicsl Sumey state maps m y  be used 
in m n k q  the pencil.sketc1i and the construction of ti special 
projection avoided. 

Reconnaissance sketches do not require 1~ precise projection. For 
sketches long in an east md west direction, mcI relatively narrow, a 
Mercator projection is generally used. If the north and south dimen- 
sion is the longer one or if the arc is an oblique one nn approximate 
polyconic projection may be used. Precisely drawn projections am 
not necessary and would be difficult to construct with the drafting 
f acilitie available. 

Tablea and instructions for hying out polyconic projections will 
be found in Special Puhlicntion No. 5 9  and for the alerclrtor projec- 
tion in Special Publication Xo. 68. Sometimes a projection may be 
copied fxqm an esisting map. 

"he locations of al l  roads that may be of use to the triangulation 
pait? lime been shown on reconnaissance sketches during the past 
few years, aiid this information has been found to be very useful. 
The &a& are indicated by reintirely thin dashed lines. If existing 
maps c u  be copied or the reconnaissmce notes contain suScient in- 
formrrtion, tliese roads should be quite accurate as to scale and align- 
ment. Besides being a distinct help to the triangulation party? the 
road locations serve as a check on the accuracy of the written de- 
scription. Where there are alternate routes to a station, showing them 
on the sketch mill 5ave detailed reference to them in the description. 

. A symbol should be placed at interval3 along the plotted m d v  to 
indicate their type. Initial letters may be used. such as %" for paved, 
"&?! for ,amvel, ;'dn for dirt, %c" for sand clay, etc. Other informs- 
tion such as "heavy sand," or "impassable when wet" may properly 
be noted on the sketch. Straight roads are d r a m  with a ruling pen 
mld straight edge, und wiadhig routh with a fine pen, free hand. 

During the course of tlie reconnaissance the observer will note 
a great many objects such as t a d ,  spires, stacks, etc, which the 
triangdrrtion party will later locate by intersection. Very little 
edrn labor is required for the reconnaissance party to locate and 
identify these on the sketch and to s h ~  short lines toword the main 
scheme stations from which they are visible. I f  this is done the 
observing part?: will be able to include all important intersection 
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stations, even under contl itions of low visibility, and to record tliem 
under the proper name. The naming of these stations is of especial 
value when several observing iinits observe on a station simulta- 
neonsly, as they will then record it under ita proper name. This 
avoids confusion and the difficulty of identiwng intersection sta- 
tions which are named according to appearance from a distance. 
The increasing use of air-photographic methods of mapping makes 
it very desirable for the observing iinits to Iocute as many objects 
aa possible. The m n n r r h c e  party can be of cwnsidernble aid in 
accomplishing thh end. 

Siim the corntion for reduction to sea Ievel becomes appreciable 
above an elevation of 1,500 feet, it map be necessary at times to deter- 
mine roughly the elevations of high stations. Foi?nedyT this was 
done by triangulation parties by observing vertical angles at  all sta- 
tions but this nietlmd is now seldom used because of the time qniid. 
It freqtiently happens that tlm reconnaissance party can supply eleoa- 
tions at d c i e n t  accuracy which have been obtained by profiling. 
The profiles map be carried out on sea-level datum if ties can be made 
to bench marks or other known elevations. The resulting elevations 
should be noted on tlie sketch near tlie station names. Specific instruc- 
tiom will be issiid when elerrtiois are required. 

In  qwn cauatry. Felative elevations of dl stations can easily be 
determined frolll prominent object3 such as mater trnks, grain ele- 
vators, lrills, etc., nnd in sectiorurlized country, vhere all points can 
be plotted rccnnitelp. distances need not be determined but only 
the vertical angles. One reconsissame party lins recently been sup- 
plying elevations of all stations after making ties to known sea- 
level elwatioim. At times it l m  been as much HS 200 mile!? between 
ties, brit the elevations have failed only once to check better than 
25 feet, and in that case it was only 40 feet. 

STANDARD SYMBOLS 

It is dwirable that the sketches and the symhola wed on them be 
stmdmdizd 90 far RS practicable. An eqniltitcrnl tri:ingle tikm 
three-sixtceentha inch on the side is iisccl to indic:ite occiipietl sta- 
tions. ,A tri:rnpie with ii circrinim4)ecli circle is iiwcl to denote an 
etablisliecl statim. X ~ t i r t i ~ ~ i  of : i i i ~ r l i t ~  ory i  trimtion connected 
or incorpor:ited in thc scheme is int1ic:rted by the initials of the 
organimtiori aifttbr the station iitinie. If an  rxisting Pt:itinn iiliist 
be occupid ecrcmric~:rlly. I Iic :thhrwintim “ec~.” is given after tlie 
name. marked are inclic:rtr(I hy a 
trinnpltb :rat1 o t l i t ~  iiiteiwitinn m t  intis by siiiaill c-iirles. 

Towis atid citirn ikre shown by cirrnles rnryiiic in size to indicate 
the size or  importiuice of the place. Siilittl v’ilhgvz iire usun~y desig- 

Tnteirectioii m t i o i i a  thrt  itPC to 



nated by a circle about one-eighth inch in diameter; toms up to 
10,000 population, by a heavier circle three-sisteenths inch in diameter ; 
cities up to ~O,oOo, by two concentric circles; and cities up to 100!000 
by a similar symbol escept that the inner circle is solid, Cities mer 
100,OOO population are shown by cross hatching. A recurring fea- 
ture, such as (L fire lookout tower? map be given a special s p b l  
which should be explained in the legend. 

Different orders of triangulation, are indicated by different weights 
of line. I n  any case. the weight should be sufficient to muse the 

- scheme to stand out boldly on the blue print, which must often be used 
at night with poor lighting. The proper weight for main-scheme 
linea is about one-thirty-second inch and for secondary lines about 
one-sixty-fourth inch. Projection lines are usually made about tu thin 
as the ordinary ruling pen will permit. The projection lines nre 
customarily placed at interods of 15 or 20 minutes of latitude and 
longitude and may be shown meidp as crosses at the intersections, 
consisting of lines about 1 inch long, or the? map be &awn con- 
tinuously from border to border. The admntnge of the latter is 
that they readily permit scaling the.mimuth of any line with a pro- 
tractor. The lines a m  numbed only around the border. 

Lettering may be free hand or may be drawn with some type of 
lettering guide. Beconnaissnnce sketches need not be elaborate esmn- 
ples of drafting but should be complete? legible, accuratet and neut. 
The letter guides are a p a t  help with the titles but probablp nre 
not worth while for smaller letters: pdcular l?  if the draftsmnn has 
u; fairly. neat freehand style. Station names should be in capitals 
about one-eighth inch high placed near the station and d a n p  pnrallel 
with the parallels. Names of towns should be in lower case from one- 
sixteenth to three thirty-seconds inch high according to importance. 

The title should if possible be placed in some open nrea so (I$ not to 
increase the size of the sketch. Tlie customary form is as follows: 

UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY 
LEO 0. COLBEBT, DIRECTOR 

RECONNAISSANCE SmTCH 



All the lines are in c a p i t a  and are usually made with LEROY 
lettering guides Xos. 2SO to 120, according to the space available and 
the judgment of the draftsman. 
A p p h i c a l  scale of miles should be dram in a convenient place. 

It is usually made about 6 or 8 inches in length. An arrow indi- 
cating magnetic north niay also be added and the mu,crtretic declina- 
tion should be given, especially in mountainok and open ams.  The 
cornpies is not wed to any great estent on steel tower work. A 
border of the emilllest dimensions required to enclose 'it completes * 

the sketch. 
PARTY ORGANIZATION AND ObTFIT. 

"lie most efficient remnnaiminrce party is one man equipped with 
the proper instruments and a Iiglrt truck. An expniided program of . 
tritnigdution, however, muy necessitate tminiiig new inen, m;ny of 
whom may have hud no previous esperience in Lycletic srtrveying. 
In geiicrd the inexperienced men should be kept with an older engi- 
neer axid gmduully assigned duties of increasing responsibility until 
they u p p r  ciptille of carrying on regular work under supervision. 
They are then sent out alone with their own equipment but required to 
report dail? to the chief of party. As soon as they demonstrate abilitp 
to work without supervision, they are assigned a section of the main 
arc and made fully responsible. 
h some .sections where mountain climbing or tree climbing are apt' 

to be particulrrlg danprous. mi assistant may be ussigned because of 
the liability of accidents. However, the ability of a w u  to t i e  a r e  
of himself done should be carefully considered before giving him a 
~econ~irrissance assignment. 
The foilowbig items of equipment should be provided for each paw: 

m- 
1 tbeodollte. Ciiich or equivalent 
1 altimeter. 
1 binocular. prismatic, Spower with wide field. 
1 cornpuss. azimuth. 
1 hand level or decllnometer (Abney level). 
1 drnw tc?lescope. to =power. 
1 tap, steel or metnllic. 1OO-foot. 
1 elldc? rule. l@inch. Pdyphase. 
1 engineers' s ~ r l c  It-inch. 
1 protractor, Sinch, full circle, cellolold. 
1 set dmnina. instrnments. 
1 T-square or straight edge, 24inCh. 
8 trlrrngles. cellulold. 
1 drawing hoard. 24 by 30 inches 
1 book. 5-place logaritl~ma 
1 sextunc (optional). 
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1 tnrck. %- or %-ton caplieity, enclosed body. 
1 pair lineman's climbers. 
1 ax, small, or hand a t  or both. 
1 ahorel, 0 handle, round point 
1 prodding bar, 3 feet long. 
1 o-barg (canrns bag for record book smnll instrumem, etc.) 

The above list may be modified for specSc projects for example, 
one in open country where such.itema us tree climbera are not needed, 

The type of truck usually employed is the %-ton panel delivery or 
the d a s  delivery. The former hag about twice the loading capncity, 
cu& less to buy, and costs about the same to operate. The sedrru de- 
livery is somewhat neater and easier to drive. Its disndvantages am 
small loading space and low elerrranee. A party working in well 
settled country and living in hotels can make good use of the sedan 
tppe. For more remote regions, or where camping is necessnry or 
desirrrble, the panel truck wi l l  be found preferable. 



Chapter %-SPECIAL PROBLEMS 
BASE LIiYEs 

A base line an be measured over any ground where t r e  mruimum 
grade between tape ends will  not be more than 10 percent. Since the 
introduction, in 1980, of the four-point tope support for taping on 
rrrilroad mils, bass lines have been located on &ad tangents where- 
ever possible. This method of support permits the required accuracy 
by eliminating the tendency of the tape to cling to the rail and thus 
not be subject to the proper tension. F’rior to its introduction, many 
base lines had been located to one side of railroad tangents in order to 
take advantage of the cleared right-of-way. An imprtunt srtlvutage 
of the rail base is that it eliminates the necessity for clearing and strrk- 
ing, except for short sections near the end stations. The disadvantages 
of the rail base am that its location and length are W by the track 
md that in hilly op rouky country it is usually Situated in a valley 
thus tending to complicate the expansion figure. Another disnd- 
vintage is that the I& base usually requires o h t  end stations, but 
with proper care these wi l l  introduce little, if any, error in the length. 
The bad refraction conditions along a railroad track are largely elira- 
inated by the use of high steel signals which map safelp be erected 
adjacent to the roadway. Cnrefrd study on the part of tile reconnais- 
sance man will overcome most of the disadvantages and therefore the 
d r o u d  b w  should ordinarily be selected if possible. 

. 

RAIL BASES 

The track for base measurement should be well-surfaced (ULd 
uligned. A well-kept xmi~ line is escellent unless tm& is very 
heavp. A track with badly battered rail joints should be avoided if 
possible although experience has shown that p o d  results may be 
obtained on it by the use of proper prectiutiotrs. Iniperfect align. 

. nient usually takes the form of long drifts or bows from t i  true tan- 
gent. The errors introduced bp them are surprisingl? small. -1 b~ 
with a middle ordinate of about 30 inches in a 1;ilomecer will cause 
error of only one part in 1 milliori and this error c:m be larplp 
eliminated by computing an apprminvite correction based on the 
angle . .  of deflection. However, R tmck that is full of zigzag kink i 
unsatisfactory for base measurement. 

If alternate sites are anilabIe, it is we11 to consider a11 factom 
such as physical condition of track, number and speed of :ruin mol-e- 
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ments during daylight hours, and accessibility of the line at fre- 
quent intervals? but the actual conditions i m p 4  by tlie scheme of 
triangulatioii seldom permit of much latitude of selection and the 
reconnaissance engineer will generally be forced to take the only 
acceptable locut ion available. 

Since a base-end station annot  be placed on or too near the rail? 
it must be located either on the esterision of tlie tangent (Jr on a nor- 
mal offset from the rail or from the mil exteiicld ut 8 c w e .  Ob+ 
ously the t v o  base ends my be of different types. When it is located 
on the esfension of the tangent, the measurement unci computations 
are more simple and less subject to acciclental  TOR, and the station 
may be placed at 'a safe distillice from disturbances due to new tmck 
work or on some elevation more easily obsemed from the main scheme 
stations. The estension off the tmck must be carried on stakes and 
this is an additional expense, but this extra expense should be dis- 
regmded if a material improvement can be secured in the base and 
the bwe net. At times tlie extension on stakes is of such length that 
the base is said to be IL combined rail and staked base. 

I f  the base end is on the extensioii of a tangent, the reconnaissance 
engineer should carefully project the line nnd locate the esact spot 
for the station which should be clenrlp described. - This is important 
bemuse the triangulation is uyuillp done ahead of the base nieasure- 
urent. If the trimiyllxtion building party fails to set the barn sta- 
tion accurately, a troublesome offset will be required when the base 

Oilset hse-end stations are placed approsiniatelq: at right angles. 
or normal to the base line. at the termini of the length measured 
on the rd. The offset should be us short as possible without seriously 
affecting permanence of mark, clearance of signals? etc. T e q  fre- 
quentlv the station mark is placed in or near the right-of-waF line. 
but c&e must be taken that the offset measurements Clo not pwrent 
unusual dSculties. The grade on the offset can esceed Somewliat 
the 10 percent mashum set for the base line proper but it should not 
be escessive eTen though it map be necesstriT to locate the station 011 

lower ground and specie a higher signal. 
When an offset station is used, f~ staked line. estending from the 

station mark to the base line at a clistaace of three or four tape 
lengths from the station: is usually measirecl br  the base line party. 
It p r o ~ d e s  a closed triangle, all sides of diicli are measured, aiicl is 
a valuable check on the accrimcF of the connection. "lie reconnais- 
sance engineer should note the possibilities for amch a shunt line ancl 
&ouM so locrte the base end os to peruiit this nieaiiireiueiit to lx 
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Conditions along a railhail sometimes prevent the nieasnrement of 
a base as a single straight line and :t broken base aimiliir to a traverse 
line between the two eriils must be used. The brerka shodcl be kept 
=.few as possible in tlie interest of accumcp and simplicity. The 
maximum deflection permissible is Eo but it should be kept wcll be- 
low that if psible .  The points of deflection must be visible froin 
those adjacent or from the base end stationswithout the ILV of high 
signals in orcler to give R closure in azimuth. Tlie breaks in direc- 
tion will usually be at the pinta  of intersection of curves. If the 
curvature is sli.glit the points inup fall near the rail. or evcn be- 
tween the rails, in wliicli case they mast, of coiirsc, be risible without 
the aid of sign:rls. The remniiiiissaiice engineer should locate the 
brenks in direction, or A stations as they are called, ac1j:icent to the 
base-end stations so tliat the trianplation party cun mark t.liern and 
mnke obsemations on them. 

In  milroad location. curves are much more frequent in ciwsinp 
nlleps than in amsing ridges. To obtain a tangent of atifficient length 
for a base. it is often necessary to place tlie baseends on rclntiwlp low 
.ground and have the middle of the base higher than the two ends. 
Generally, this presents no pea t  problem :is the line of sight follows 
the c l e a d  right-of-way and it is only necessary to specify sigti:ds high 
enough to clear the ,murid level and to give stifficieiit =c -1 e;ii?ince to 
minimize effects of heat radiation aiid refraction final tlw i d s .  If 
the base en& are offset stations they  nap be placed on opposite sides 
of the track to advantage. Care must l w  (Jxcwised to aroid iiiterfer- 
ence from tele-mph lines tilong the right-of-wit!. 

.- . 

Prior to the adoption of mil tape supports. many base! l i ne  were 
measured on stakes driven nlonpicle ruilroad tracks. Tlie riglit-of- 
way provided ta stmight, cleared liiie with no ilumnges to cimp. This 
method can still be used where tmck coliclitions render tlie mil appa- 
ratus unscrtisfuctory uud it can also be used nlonp a Iriplrway. The 
stake niay he driven from 4 to i feet. awi! C i m !  the iiettrest r ai 'I or 
in position to be oatside of m-itcli posts but iiiritle of 1)ttiIding lines. 
Occasionally it pgpxl line can be fouird near tlie e d p  of the riyht-of- 
wav, but nsuall~ this is blocked by brti1clinh.s or cut up by ditches and 
brmw pits. Along liighwiays. state laws generally proliibit the driv- 
ing of stiikes within the limits of the shoulders. 

&ilrond safety regulations in regard to clearance are quite rigid. 
TIie loading w-idtlia aiid permissible distances of fisecl objects from 
tIie rail are usnnllp fised definitely by the indiriduul nmls. 111 p i e d ,  
110 ohjwtion is nrade to stakes or blocks on the ties which t i r e  not 
higher tliaii the mil, escept at stations and tlirotigh switching yards. 



Generally, a 2-foot. stake is permissible within 4 feet of the mil and a 
higher structim at a mininium distance of 10 feet. Arrangements mn 
sometimes be made to stake aiid meamre through a restricted area 
iu a single day aid  to remove a11 obstructions before night. The recon- 
naissance engineer should inrariablp interview or mite to the proper 
railray official, usually the divisioii superintendent, and explain fully 
the plana for the proposed base. Consent to use the riglit+f-way 
dl practically always be $Fen. 

Gncler some conditions, it dl be found necessary to locate a base 
line away from milroads or hi@iwa.y? where it must be measured on 
stakes The masimum allowable difference in elevation between suc- 
cessive 30-meter tape ends is 5 meters. The center support must not 
be above the grade of the tape ends. Since modern tapes 1110 p d u -  
ated at &meter i n t e d ,  any convenient fraction of a tape length. in 
multiples of 3 meters, may be used. Rough ground, if it will permit 
these limits to be maintained, is no serious drawback, nor are rcr~ines 
that may be spairrred by a w e  tape length. Staked base lines are 
generally straight although breaks are permissible under the same con- 
ditions'aa for rail bases. In locating a staked base? the reconnaissance 
engineer should actually fgllow the line throughout its length in order 
to note any obstructions and to be able to make suggestions mgarding 
any unusual problems that come up. He should estimate the amount 
of crop damages, if any, and in~stigate the nature of the soil as 
affecting the driGng of and their stability. The alignment 
should be tested carefully where obstructions occuk dong the line 
and the base en& should be so placed as to avoid these obstructions 
if possible. It is desirable that the base line be easily accessible by 
m c k  at several places. h road paralleling the line or B series of 
CMSS roads is very desirable. ' 

The allowable accumulation of the quantiq. R, between bases or 
other ked  lines, aa stated elsewhere, is 80 for firxt-order triangulation. 
This corresponds with 12 to 16 figures, iiicluding the base connections, 
under ordinaq conditions. The figure or figures connwtina the hase 
line to the main scheme is known as the base net. It is ezdent that 
mv appreciable loss of strength in this uct mill reduce the effectiw 
pe;inissible distance betmen base lines. 

The ratio of the length of the base to that of the line of the main 
scheme, to which the base net is connected. is known as the espansion 
ratio. It should seldom esceed 3. Sevml factois, inclnding the 
infleible condition of interrisibility, govern the selection of stntions 
for I\ base net. The location of the ba5e line is usually ked within 
rather narrow linlits and frequently mill lie in an areu dscul t  to 

. _c 
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reach from the main scheme stations. On the other hand, the figurn 
rue less restricted ;LS t i  economical p r o p s s  tlirougii the sclieme. over- 
lapping in area, or surplus lines tliaii are  regula^ main-sclieme fig- 
ures. The espansion should be made m simple slid with as great 
strength as possible. 

Since the controlling conditions imposed by nature are so different 
nt every base site, it is impracticable to recommend theoretical ex- 
pansion fig~res. Advantage may be taken of the method of length 
expansion by distance angles in combinations of acute and obtuse 
angles. (See p. 11.) The table on page 10 &om tliut the length 
of a triangle, one of whose dismnce rurgles is within the range of 

36" to 50', is almost constant with the other distance angle v a m q  
over o range of 90° to 130°. For esample. a triimgle with distance 
angies'of 36" and 1 2 4 O  has an erplrnsioxi ratio of about 1.41 and o tabu- 
lar value of 6.6. Two such trirrugies in series will double the length of 
the measured base and have a strength of 7.9 if they are combined to 
form quadrilateral. There are several ways by which this map be 
done. (See A. B. and D, fig. 25.) C in figwe 23 shows a stronger 
expansion of th* same ratio gained by placing the base u t  right 
angles to the line to which it is connected. It is believed on obserrer 
will be best ;rided by suggestions fouiid in actual :ipplicntions to field 
problem similar to his own, and several such are shown in figure 20. 
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The iwonnaissance engineer diould estimate the approximate posi- 

tion of the bise requirecl to 1:eep the ZR within nlloaable limits 
well before reaching it. At-nil:rble maps should be studied for pros- 
pective sites niid espansion figures. \Then tlie site is reachedt the 
uet is worked aut on the ground esactly as are the mnin figures. I t  
is sometimes necessary to more the base along the arc some distance 
in order to find a suitable site. In other cases? an outside f i p e  or 
short spur to the base site is reqiiired. The possibilities of site and 
the required strength of tlie net rill dict i\te the espansion intio and 
length of base. .A long base uaiiallp results in IL simplified net and 
is generally to be preferred. The cost of a railroad base ii miles long 
is about the same hs that of one trinnedation station? although an 
additional station for the base net maF not cost as much tts a regular 
main-scheme station. 

. Jfost present-day arcs of triangulation are about 10 miles in width. 
There is little reason for having a base less tiinn half that length. 
For larger schema, and especially wliere a strong net c m  be worked 
out. an espansion ratio of about 3 to 1 will be found economical. 
&asionally, on a small or moderate sized scheme one of the lines 
of the regular scheme can be measured tu a base and thus eliminate 

.the espansion net entirely by krrviug a base somewhnt longer than 
the ordinary one. 

BECOVERY OF OLD STATIONS 

One of the duties of the reconnaissance engineer is to recover 
esisting stations to which to coiinect his work. These am frequently 
stations of early surveys marked in a variety of wq-s and the de- 
scriptions may be inadequate or out-of-date. 

If the original marks are risible, p,eople in the locality can usually 
point them out. If the surface indications are gone, the recovefy 
often requires much patience and labor. Triangulation stations are 
ordinarily placed on high ground and in a country of dehi te  relief 
the highest hill dl usually be the site, the immediate Ficinity of 
which can be located from the original description. If the type of 
soil permits. systematic sounding with a prodding bar map locate 
the subsurface mark or frtipments of the surface mark. When ref- 
erence and witness marks arc noted in the descriptions, some trnce 
of them mar be foiincl even for verp old stations. A large tree noted 
in the ori,&al description map sometimes be evidenced by a rotting 
stump or log or.bp diwolorecl soil. Old signal foundations map be 
indicated by slight clepmsion.. in the surface, b? softness of the 
snbsoil. or by penetration of top soil into the subsoil. No digzing 
should be done until all snrfirce indications hare been studied. Dig- 
ging for a subsurface mark orer P large area is a large task and 
them mn3; be objections bp the Inndowner. 
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Bometimes directions to tanks, chimneys, windmills, church apim, 
etc, which were observed when the station wpa9 established, can b 
duplicated by trial at the site and a close approsimation to the 
station position thus found. Several subsurfuce msrh  hare been 
recovered by the writer by this method after all surfnce indications 
had dissppwed. In one instance, the directions on four church 
spires 6 to 15 miles away w m  duplicated with a Cinch theodolite 
and the subsurface mark was found within 18 inches of the point 
thus determined. If  solor observations are used to obtain the 
azimuths of the lines, it is possible to use this method when only 
two distant objects are visible. 

If a reference mark can be found, not too far from the station. 
the distrwrce can be taped and the direction determined by magnetic 
compass. If the distance is fairlp I q e ?  it can be determined bp 
measuring a short bnse and two angles as eqhined  on prrge 50 and 
the direction can be obtained by Q solar observation. 

Many old stations were marked Kith tiles or pottery of various 
forms. If these marks have been bmken, fragments of the materials 
remain in the top soil almost indefinitely and are of mmh aid in 
the recovem of the station. At many old stations broken tile, glass, 
chtlml, shes, or other foreign substance waa mised with the soil 
at the station site. This was an excellent practice and should be 
revived, 

Any digging required to locate a station should be done with 
care. The subsurfme mnrks at old statioas are usu~llp mall and 
fragile, and can be easily broken or displaced by careIess digging. 
For this renson. some esperienced mnn should do the work. Dirt 
of one depth of the shore1 should first be removed and the new 
surface inspected for foreign materials, voids, soft -cpats, and dis- 
coloration. An old escavation below plow depth will remain soft in 
most mils for mnnp pears, and topsoil penetration into the subsoil 
is a sitre sign of previous disturbance. Such indications will often 
localize the diggingat once. I f  it be necessary to go deeper, another 
layer is taken off and investigated in the same manner. Each 
shovel €1111 of enrth should be brnken up to see if it contnins any 
frqments or otlier evidence of the mark. Signs will often be found 
which will mnke it unnecmsaq- to escarate the entire area tinder 
inrestigation to the fiill clepth. If there are mnnp rwks in the soil 
it is necesmv to inspect each one before rema~np it to avoid acci- 
dentally destrogng the subsiirfnce mark. Sometimes, a little in- 
vestigation with a knife blncle and diisli broom Till save a great 
amount of digging. Some knorrledpe of the methods used by the 
party that established the station will great17 aid the reconnaissance 
engineer and it is a h  useful to learn if possible how the station was 
destroyed. The loss of surface markings may be due to local devd- 



opments, to a fill over the origind surface, or to a thorough destruction 

Cams arise in which it is impossible to mover 8 station with u p  
reasonable expenditure of effort on the part of the iwonnaissance party. 
It is then permissible to call for a test station in the immediate vicinity 
of the lost qlark. If it appears probable that the subsurface mark may 
still be in place, the position of the test station may be determined by 
the triangulation party from the nearest recoverable stations and the 
distance and directioii from the test station to the old station may be 
found by an inverse computation. The station a n  almost alwaps be re- 
covered in this manner if there are any remnants at d of the original 
marks 
A regular reconnaissance description should be written for each 

recovered station, including a statement regarding the condition of 
recovered marks, a note covering my irregularities or displacement of 
the mark, md a recommendation for re-marking if that is necessary. 
A recovery card should be submitted for every established station 
visited even though it is not used in the proposed scheme. 

by vanbls  

CONNECTIONS TO XABES OF OTHER SURVEYS 

Reconnaissance eqhieen are instructed to mnkn ad&uate ties to 
surveya of other organizations in the same area. Such surreys 
include those of the United States Geolo@d Survey, Corps of 
Engineers, United States Army, (including Mississippi and J l i i u r i  
Biver Commissions, and Lake Survey), General Land Ofbe, Reclama- 
tion Semice, State Geodetic Surveys, cities and private organizations. 
The amount of labor and expense to be incurred is le& to the judgmeut 
of the reconnaissancx engineer. 

Connections to the surveys of the United States Geological Survey 
should include ona or more position ties to traverse within the the areas 
of each lbminute quadrangle sheet, and length, position, and azimuth 
ties at intermla of 8 to 10 @gums to their triangulation, with inter- 
mediate position tim if convenient. Since triangulation of the Geologi- 
cal Survey is found o n l ~  in mountain or open areas, all required tics 
can usually be made by incorporating their stations in the main scheme 
or using them as supplemental.stations within the figures. 

Connections to triangulation of the Corps of Engiaeers should be 
made in length, position, and azimuth at points of crossing or inter- 
section. If the new arc is to overlay or parallel triangulation of the 
Corps of Engineers s p d c  instructions d l  usually be h e d  but, if 
not, length, position, and azimuth ties should be made at intervals 
of 6 to 10 figures with position ties at intermediate points if coimenient. 

Connections to surveys of the General Land Office map coilsist of 
ocauional psition ties to section corners to be made by traverse. 



Position ties should be made to any special monuments such as those 
marbig base parallels or guide meridians. In  some instances specid 
coopemtire work litmu been carried on with the Geneml Land Offim. 

Surreys of the Reclamation Semice are confiired to projects. If they 
are of sufficient estent and are monumented, a length, position, and 
azimuth tie should be made to them. 

During recent yenis. local control surveps have been ctmied out in 
many States under Work Projects Administration auspices, gem 
erallp by means of traverse. On account of the great variation in 
quality of these trarerses, position and qimuth tie should be macle 
at intervals of about 10 miles along any line of trrrvene that lies 
within reach of the triangulation scheme. Since most of these trav- 
erse linea are in t.lie vicinity of cities, where a lnrge number of control 
stations is rreecltvI. tlie 10-mile intervals sliould not be considered too 
costly. Spwific instructions will usiinllp be issued concerning 
connections in this class. 

Any city triaiiguI~ltion within the reach of the new arc shoonId have 
at least one strong connection in length, position, and uimuth. The 
number of additional connections should be governed by the extent of 
the city survey and by the ease of accomplishment. Control survelvs 
of private organizations, if of proper accuracy? siiould be connected in 
about the same way (LS city surveys. The desire of the organization 
for data and ita willingness to cooperate should k considered. 

If additional stations are needed for connections, tlie reconnaissance 
party should consider the signal building requirements, not only from 
the standpoint of the time required by the building parties to erect 
the signals but also us to tlie at-nilubility of signrrls when needed If 
mor* signuls are required for any given position of the observing par- 
ties than it. is possible to build before they are needed, the progress 
of the observing party will be slowed up. In rnetropo1it:in amas, the 
value of supplemental stations is such that some delay is justified, and 
in other mea4 tlie value of the extra stations mill e s c d  their cost, 
including the cost of resulting delays. Under average conditions, 
however. all necessary connections can be macle without owiaing the 
building parties if careful plans are macle. Proper distribution rrnd 
simplification of the ties will gencmlly g k e  the desired economy. Sup- 
pIeniental and tie stations sliould preferably be connected to tlie sa- 
tions of the main sclienie figure within which they lie. 

CONWX”IONS TO TRAVERSE 

Wiiererer a line of tmrerse of the Coast and Geodetic Survey is 
crassecl bv the new arc of triangulation? a connection should be made 
to it. T ie  minimum permissible connection is a single position and 
azimuth, tlltrt is, one station of tlm traverse incorporated in the trimgu- 



. lation aiid an azimuth obsemed from this station to another tmrerse 
station. Tlie foimier may be either a main or supplemental station of 
the triangulation and the azimuth station preferably one adjacent to 
it in the traverse? although not necessarilF so. (See fig. 25.) 

The most desirable connection consists of two tnrrerse stations 
incorporated in tlie triangulation with the line between them o b s e d .  
The two stations need not necessarily be adjacent traverse stations 
but. if not, an adjacent station sl~ould be observed for the azimuth 
counection. (See fig. 8.) 

C 

F I ~ E  1i.-~ample wareme conneetiona 

Since traverse lines usually follow nrllep and consist of short lines 
19 c o m p d  with triangulation, the above method is often imprac- 
ticable. Aa II, substitute, two tnweme stations may be used as supple- 
meiitd stations on opposite sides of the trillngulation arc, with adja- 
cent stations observed for azimuth connection. This has the advan- 
tage of spreading the connection over a consideruble length of the 
traverse md of muking a rigid tie in length, position, and azimuth. 
fii case one or both of the azimuth connections cannot be made, the 
two position tim will orient the traverse in azimuth. (See fig. 27.) 
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It frequently happens that sipnrrls cannot be built directl~ over h v -  
em stations an account of their proximity to railroad tiwks, telegraph 
wires. etc. I t  then becomes necermry to use an eccentric point which 
complicates the accurate connection in azimuth. If proper care is eser- 
cised, however, in measuring the eccentricity the connection will be sat- 
isfactory and should not be omitted on this account. In  anF case where 
the adjacent tnrersc station is lost, any odier one tlmt can be m d e  
visible may be substituted, 

. SCPPLEM EbTAL STATIOSS 

Supplemental stations form an importtuit part of a triangulation 
arc uiid will probub1.r receive more arid.more attention in tlie future. 
Such stations are now called for in d1 t am9 and cities of orer 3,000 
population, on the mnipises of all engineering colle,ps ~ i i d  unirersities, 
new state highwaysr and on countF lines. Anp station established to 
coimect to another survey my be considered a suppleniental station 
for these iises. 

8 1 1  ~ I Z ~ I N I I ~ ~  inark is required at all mqrlced suppleniental stations 
and this q u i r e s  that they be occiipied. .A single c l o d  triangle is a 
permis.il)la connection for R supplenientary station ttltliairgli i d i d  
line is dmirable. If pcssibie. a11 cupplemcntal stations slronld be con- 
nected to one figtire aiily of the main scheme or to acljactbnt lilies oiily 
of two adjoining figures. Intersection stations may Iw coniircted to 
nonadjacent stations and depend on ai1 inverse position coiiipritation 
provided no better tie is possible. 

Ordinarily the loat iun of tlie additional stations depends on the 
judgment of the reconnaissance enfineer. Tlie same conditions gm-ern 
their selection RS for main scheme stations. I t  is desirable to obtain 
a fairly uniform distribution of the stations over an w e n  except wkem 
special conditions or needs make additional stlttions desiFtiI)Ie. In 
sections not covered by quaclniide sheets. a supple~nental station 
plncd neilr the corner of four future qiimIimg1es will greatly aid in 
contmlling the topgraphic mapping. 

Since snpplementul stations will seltloni be i w c l  for c,zil?;iiig for. 
ward length and position. somewlitit \wtih-er figniw tllnii rhos  of tile 
main scheme are permitted for renrmc of economy. T i e  R, for mp 
supplemental figure slrouid seldom exceed 13, Iio\vercr. iiiid stronger 
figurea are, of course, desirable. 

STATIONS ON BUILDIN& 

Occssionally i t  is found desirable to place either a main scheme or 
supp1ement.al station on the roof of a building. Experience indicates 
that observations taken from good solid structures ar.e full?. satisfsc- 
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tory. The m of buildings is often necessary in c a q i n g  triangulation 
through a metropolitan area where the height of obstructions exceeds 
that of available signals and in estending s p m  into the business dis- 
tricts of cities. In some cases the building site may be of great con- 
*venience to local engineers. 

The disadvantage of stations on buildings is principally lack of 
permanence. The life of a city structure of the best clan is seldom 
over 30 years and during its life it is subject to alterations and repairs 
that m y  destroy or obstruct the station mark. On the other hand, it 
is often possible to transfer the position and azimuth to street level 
where they mill be reasonably safe. A building affords u point of 
vantw for extending city triangulation and city surveyors will often 
take considerable care to protect and preserve such a station. Build- 
inp should usually be avoided AS sitesfor stations of tlie miin scheme 
but are quite satisfactoq- for stations primarily for use in the control 
of a c i q  area. 

The best t p  of structure is the modern steel-frame office building. 
Modern buildings generally have mfs of sheet lead or of coiicclote 
covered with asphaltum. The roof is nearb always -.ufiounded by 
parapet wall 4 fee& or more in height and there will usually be super- 
structures such as elevator houses and chimneys. The station milst be 
carefully placed if it is to clear all lines and one or mom eccentric 
set-ups wil l  sometimes be necemwy. On roofs of tlie sheet metal 
the regulation disk mark cannot be set and tlie station is i ~ ~ u a l l ~  miirked 
by a small cross in the metal and'refereiiced to standard refeimce 
marks set in the parapet coping. TIis is easily done if the coping 
is of stone but if of terra-cotta some smaller type of reference mark 
should be specified. Permission can usually be obtained to set the 
standard station mark in a drill hole in concrete roofs. I t  is then 
sealed by pouring melted tar o m  it and will usually be good for the 
life of the building. Reference marks map be set in tlie same manner 
on the coping. Measurements to walls, angles, etc., will make it errsy 
to recover the marks hidden by the tor. 
In selecting the locatioii of the mark on a bnilding. cunsiclerntioii 

should be given to tlie problem of tmnsferring it to ground lerel sinct\ 
only in that manner can the position be used for starting tin\-ei*. 

The parapets aud superstnictures oii some builclings are such as to 
 quire sc.affold3 to secure visibilit?. These sl-llould be avoided if 
possible both on account of damage to the building niid of the 
danger of objects falling omside. 

BOLTNDARY SURVEYS 

Triangulation is being used to an incrensing estent in the sumeya 
of boundary line:;, and when triangulation control points become arail- I 
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able in dl localities it is prohble that tliis method will supersede older 
methods entirely. Tlie tritmgudution metliod consists in determining 
the positions of points along an established line or in demarking on 
the ground 8 given geodetic line. For the latter, triirngulutio1l sta- 
tions are placed near the line and, after their positions i\re cleterxninetl, 
computed offsets are measured to the true line. The mmnnaiss:ince 
party must determine a rnnclom line sufIicientlp close to the true line 
to make these offsets of conrenient size. The stations near the bound- 
ary may be either main scheme or supplemental stations. The main 
scheme arc map.be made to straddle the bounrtary with supplemental 
stations at intervals dong the line inside the main figures, or if con- 
d i t i o ~ ~  permit the stations on one side of the main arc may be placed 
dong the boundpry, with additional su~>plementd stations in the 
intervals between them. A saving up to 23 percent may be mnde by 
the latter method, and the accuracy will be improved. I n  some cases 
the main arc may follow a line of least resistance on one side of the 
boundary and the supplemental &ations needed to control the boundary 
will  then be outside the main scheme. 

NAXIXG STATIOXS 

The reconnaissance  par^ assigns a name to each station selected 
in order to identify it. Although the triangulation puny is authorized 
to change the name. it seldom does so. Care should therefore be used 
in selecting a suitable name. 

Perhaps the best name is that of some geographical feature or 
political subdivision at or nenr tlie station. I f  the stution'is on the 
summit of some well-known mountain or hill of recognized name, 
it may be e n  that name. If it is on (I bluff overlooking a river 
it may be given the name of the river. Similarly. it map be +en 
the name of some nearby tom. churcht or school. or of the township 
or county in which it is located. Duplicate names must not be used 
within a county and prefembly not within a State. Many p p p q ) h -  
iml names are too long and iuiwielclp far use. but abbreviations for 
brevity are not very satisfactory. Tlie best name is me which rill 
instantly asmiate the station with a well know1 feature in its v-icinitv 
and an abbreviated nume usually fails to clo this. 

In  many cuses. the name of the landowier is + e n  to the station. 
The ii(l\-:\lltitps of this are that it nilturally stirntilater; interest on the 
PCR of the owner. pro\-ideo sufficient vxrietp to ilvoid (1iiplir:ttion. ilnd 
seepres to n1iilce the station ens? to locate quickly from inqiiiy in the 
neighborhoocl. The c1isadvantuL-s itrc rhat if the 1:rncl clinngvs 1i:tncL 
the nanie will differ from that of the new owner and that in 3ot1ie C ~ H M  
a part of tlie marks will be on adjacent prrrprrp, the owner of which 
will have a digwent name. This may seem of minor importance, but 

I 
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jealousy between neighbors frequently resuIts in a reqnest for change 
of name. A teirant m y  claim ownexship and arouse resentment in the 
landowner when he finds the mark nmed for his tbnunt. I n  a great, 
many cases, ho\t.ever, the owner's name is the only suitable one that 
can be foirnd and it must be used in spite of the disadvantages. Often 
a farm will hare a recognized local name derived from some former 
owner, a.9: tlie "Old Bradley Place." In this cas,  the name "Bradley" 
may properly be given to the station if the present o m e r  does not 
object. 

Facetious nnmes'should be avoided. The UI of names of men on the 
partj, particdurty informal or nicknames, should be avoided for 
obvious reasons. Monosyllnbic nnmes without meaning, especiallp 
when in a series formed by the variation of one letter such as "Don," 
"Dat," Ghw.'T etc.. serve as poor identifications. Irrelevant names 
arising from some minor incident. such as "Flat" for the name of a 
station at which the rpcannnisstlnce truck had a flat tire, or "3iud" 
because of a strictlp temporary condition, should not be itsed. 

The name should serve not only to identify the station but also to 
suggest ita location. Brevity is desirable but if a longer name is 
required pmperly to serve the purpose it should be u L d .  Care should 
dwavs he taken to see that the name is spelled correctly. Geographical 

should be accurately derived and persad names should be 
verified. 3fmp proper nsmes of the same pronunciation are spellled 
quite differently. as uSchneider" and "Siiyder." A misspelled name is 
apt to cause coilfusion. 
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